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Protonemata have proved a useful tool for the str of 

cellular developnont from biochemical, cytological and ultra. 

atructuraj. viewpointa. It in one of the few multicellular 

systems in which the entire dovolopental history of 

individual cells of different types can be followed under the 

microscope. 

A light microscope study of the development of proto.. 

nomata bag been carried out to obtain a correlation with ultra- 

structural studies, 

A study of the throo cellular types baa revealed that the 

Chl0r0CYte0 which ziko up the bulIc of the protonenata, and the 

papillae, have an eoaeniially similar atruoture. The rhiaoidc, 

however, possess ievcral distinct charactoristica, Those 

involve the disposition of ondoplaamio reticulum and Qolgi 

bodice, the production of aeveral vesicular types and the do—

generation of the plastid.a. These characters are &tSCUDB& in 

relation to rapidly elongating cells. 

Since the Pteridophytes have not previously been oxteno- - 

ively examined, a systematic survey of the organollea Irna been 

made. This reveals tLt there in a basic similarity to thoac 

Which are thought typical of hiGhe:r plants. 

An exanination of cellular ultrastructure in filaments 

grown in different conditions, particularly those leading to an 

inhibition of transition to prothallus, has provided little  

information as to bow reorientation of growth may occur. 

However, a change from red to blue light does produce aarked 



changns in ultzastrttctue nirticularly that of the plastida in 

which small prolancliar ai mnrbrane bound bodies are produced 

as a transitory response. 

Organelle associations were frequently encountered. An 

rn300iattou between endoplasmic reticulum and every organelle 

apart from the rdtocbonth'ta was observed. Generally this took 

the fern of a close apposition, but t  on occasion, a physical 

union was observed. The siificance of this with regard to 

cellular organisation is discussed. 

Particular emphasis has been placed on the ilastids. 

Various morphologies, suggestive of a division cycle, can be 

seen both with the light and electron microscope. A scheme has 

been suggested for obloroplaet division which involves the 

formation of a central baffle anti. its subseqvrnt breakdoin. 

These studies have been backed up by observations on the increace 

in ohioroplast number thu'ing protonematal development. These 

have revealed a linear increase With time proportional to the 

rate of eel]. division. The implications of these light and 

electron microscope studies are discussed in relation to the 

developmental history of the fem. 
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Introduction 

It is only within the lost fifteen years that the value of 

protononata as a tool for the experimental investigation of 

cellular development has been recognised (robr 1956; Hotta and 

Osawa 1958;  Iotta, Ocawa and Sakaki 195).  Their usefulness 

lies in the fcct that they have a simple cellular structure, 

generally consisting of a filament of two to six cells when 

Crown under standard conr3itionc. This feature implies that 

each cell can be examined individually and its entire develop-

Dental history followed, In addition changes in particular 

cello can be correlated with those adjacent and the functioning 

of the entire organism can be related to that of its constituent 

parts. 

i,luch a system has certain advantages over those uced in 

multicellular tissues e.g. the pea root. In such a oycto 

considerable difficulty may be encountered in following 

particular files of cells. Generally, in such a case, label-

ling has to be resorted to. In addition, such a system suffers 

from the disadvantae that it is difficult to obtain a 

horToCerous collection of cells. Thus the degree to which 

dissimilar surrounding tiseuee have interfered with the results 

of experimental procedures is difficult to determine. Since 

protonemata consist solely of a single file of cells such draw-

backs are obviated. 

Protonemata of Dryopterts borreri were studied in this 

investigation. These can be easily cultured on a simple 

mineral medium such that a uniform population is obtained. 
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This iz particularly true in the early ntac of growth, c. . a 

synchrony of about 30% can be obtained for the mitosis giving 

rise to the first rhizoid (Dyer unpubi.). 

Increase in cell number is predominantly by means of 

division of the apical coil and a length of about six cells may 

be reached before transition to give rise to a prothallue ts:ai 

place. Growth is therefore polar and complications caucod by 

the presence of more than one mertetematic cell are not found. 

This mode of growth allows two courses of study of the develop-

mental history of particular cells. Firstly, since the apical 

coil is merietomatic, a study of cells, from the time they have 

been cut off to when they are fully differentiated will reveal 

any changes taking place within them. Uecondlyl  a Similar time 

course may be obtained by a study of the cells along the length 

of a filament since the youngest is always at the tip and the 

oldest at the base. 

The uniformity of the population of protonenata confers 

several advantages since when the cultural conditions are 

changed the majority of the population is affected in a similar 

manner. Thus, by examining small samples one can be reasonably 

cure that they are typical of the population as a whole. 

Such a system should be useful for a study at the level of 

the electron microscope in that each cell of a filament can be 

reconiccd and. ezamiinod and their development correlated with 

light microscope studies. similarly it should be possible to 

examine the effect of changes in the cultural conditions on the 

fine structure of the protonemata. For example, when grown in 

red light, transition is almost completely inhibited and 
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considerable ohangec occur with regard to cellular morpbologj. 

Such studies are difficult when dealing with multicellular 

syiema thic to the "interfering' effect of eurroundirir tissues. 

Of particular interest are those changes leading to the 

formation of a protballuc and of rhisoids. Transittor to form 

a prothalius is of particular interest in that it invo1vc. a 

change in the orientation of coil Ui'vioion and the initiation  

of meristeznatjc activity in cells other than the tip. The 

latter to of interest in that a conlete1y different cell type 

is forned which has very different properties from those of the 

filament. In addition it is produced as a result of a hi-hly 

predetermined division within a protonernatal. cell. 

Certain properties of the growth of protonemata, p-rtic-

ular3.y those relating to cell division are reminiscent of thc 

algae and bryophyt. This emphasises the taxonomic position 

of the ?teridopbytea in that they lie halfway between the algae 

and angiosperm on an evolutionary --cal.. I t i  

a survey of the literature that litt:Lc 
with the electron microscope 

carried out on this group. It is true that certain metbers 

have been examined with regard to particular aspects of their 

growth or morpholo, e.g, organelle production in Pteridium 

(Bell and )ühletha1er 1962; Bell 1966), plastids in Psilotus 

rictuetrwn (Sun 1961) and in looetes bowollij (Paolljlo 1962) 

nd spore germination in ratteuccja otrutiioptcrjr (Gantt and 

Az'tott 1965). 	An e.xaajnatjon to compare t' e ((r:eral ultra.. 

structural properties with those of other groups would be of 

interest. Such a study might indicate whether the cells of 
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D. borrerj can be regarded for the Purpoces of exi. 	r'r1 

rocedure, as more akin to thone of hi,,-her pIant to the 

lower groups 
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Materials and Methods 

periental Material 

The species studied in this investigation was Dryopterio 

bor. It was used as certain morphological and cytological 

aspects of the growth of its protonornata have previously been 

studied in this laboratory (Dyer unpibi., King 1968). 

It was originally chosen for study because it satisfies 

the criteria outlined in the introduction. It is widespread, 

easily obtainable, and a high yield of spores can be prcured. 

It is apogamouc , ,tbe spores can be stored for a considerable 

length of time without an appreciable drop in viability or 

growth rate. 

Collection of Spores 

Fronds bearing ripe sporangia ;ero collected fron Bslerno, 

Midlothian in mid September. The spores were obtained by lay-

ing the fronds, sporangial side downward, on sheets of white 

paper and allowing them to lie for 24 hours, after which, those 

which had been shed were transferred to specimen tubes labelled 

according to the parent plant and year of collection. It was 

considered that a longer collection period was not advisable, 

since, although the yield of spores would have been greater, 

immature spores which would have given a lees uniform culture 

might have been shed. They were stored in specimen tubes in a 

refrigerator kept at about 40C. 

Cultural Conditions 

Gametoph 	Culture 

red.ium 
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The culture medium war,  one modified from tlnhr ( Air 19%)t- 956) - 

SO4 
504  7 IT 0 

KNO3  

Fe Cl3  6 

Ca (p03)2 1 20  

0.51 /1, (0.25 gm/i. anhydrtme) 

0.12 gm/i. 

0.17 rh. (0.01 gm/i, anhydrous) 

1.44 gm/i. (1.0 gm/i. an)rdrouo) 

	

' 	YIT 24 	
0.25 gm/i. 

The stock solution wrt mzrdo up in a concentration 100 times 

that used. To avoid precipitation the constituents were stored 

separately. 

It has been found that fungi present on the spore coat can 

give rise to a contatnation which seriously affects the gTowth 

of cultures. As a result a fungicide, Yyoeetatin (Squibb), at 

a concertratir of 100 units/mi. wee routinely added to the 

culture medium. The addition of this substance does not affect 

protonematal grovth. Bacterial contamination was occasionally 

encountered. Although these were present Jr, sufficient 

Quantity to affect studies of FA metabolism (Bums 1969)9  they 

did tot affect morphological and cytoloitoa1 aspects. Attempts 

to stcrilioe the spores such as waehthg with EgC1, ohiorex and 

chloroform were found to be effective but also altered the 

growth characteristics. Such procedures were therefore 

suspended. 

TacL-ni(,,ue  

	

r1 	techniques used for culturing the protonemata were 

essentially those of Dyer (unpubi.) and King (1968). Po 

electron microscopy gaetopbrtes wore grown on an autoolaved 

medium solidified with 15 Davis agar (for details see section on 
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electron microscopy). For most light microco  they were crown 

on a liquid medium due to the greater detail that could be aeon. 

The differences in growth on the two media is described in the 

section on growth characteristics. About 100 ml. of the medium 

were added to crystallising dishes, the sides and bottoms of 

which had been painted black to ensure that the majority of 

light came from a vertical direction. Spores were sown by 
j e. -b-. S 

tapping about twelve times through lime*i tissue such that a 

similar population was present in each dish. It was considered 

that it was necessary to have similar populations in the dishes 

since it has been shown that variations in population size can 

cause differences in growth (Turel-Py 1950; Pietry1Owskt 1962a, 

1962b). 

These dishes were floated in a Grant bath, the temperature 

fluctuations in which were less than 0.50C. A shoot of glass 

was placed over the bath and the level of the water maintained 

such that the crystallising dishes came in contact with it. 

This ensured that excessive evaporation from the medium did not 

take p ace and that the dishes were not swept around in the 

bath as a result of currents set up by the propeller. The 

temperature of the bath was generally kept at 200C. This was 

somewhat less than that necessary to ensure optimum growth 

(22.5% at 100 luaens/SCL.ft. white light). It was considered 

that this was a preferable temperature to the latter since the 

rate of cell division was slower and it was hoped that 

particular stages might be aacpled more precisely than might 

otherwise have been possible. 
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Once a culture was sown it was loft in the dark for a 

period of 48 hours during which time imbibition took place. 

This was followed by an 18 hour red light treatment. 'wring 

this period a phytoohrome system was activated which initiated 

Germination* This was followed by a further dark period of 

48 hours after which the cultures were exposed to the required 

light conditions. 

Libt Conditions 

Light was obtained from tour fluorescent tubes contained 

in a rack held above the tank. In studies involving the use 

of white light a plate of clear glass was placed over the dishes 

and the height of the rack was adjusted such that the intensity 

of the incident light was 100 luaens/04.ft. This was chosen 

as a suitable intensity since it was easily obtainable and was 

not a limiting factor for growth provided the temperature was 

suitable. Blue light was obtained by replacing the clear glasø 

with blue glass plates (flashed-blue sheet, supplied by 

Cunningham, Dickson and walker, 1d.tnburgh) and red with red 

sheets from the same source. 

Measurements with a recording spectrophoto-meter (Unicam 

sp 800 showed that the blue glass plates transmitted mainly in 

the range 382 516 rn,a. and in the far red above 69O'rnt. 

(Fig. 1). The red glass plates transmitted at all wavelengths 

above 	9  but, using a fluorescent light source the far 

red component was very low. 
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1ectrorA 17;icro3co3y 

Sampling  

Larly in this investigation filaments were removed from 

liquid culture for fixatior. This proved to be feasible only 

when the population size was such that a large pellet could be 

obtained. In addition, this procedure could only be used for 

older cultures. Protonemata at the one to three cell stages 

contain a considerable amount of fat which made immersion in 

the fixing solution difficult. This could be avoided by the 

addition of a small quantity of a wetting agent or by suspending 

the culture in a Seit funnel l  withdrawing the culture medium 

and replacing it with the fixative. Although these two 

procedures generally resulted in a satisfactory fixation of the 

cells, physical damage was ocoasirinaily encountered and it was 

not possible to orientate the filaments in the block with 

respect to the knife edge. 

The most useful method and the one used routinely through-

out this work was to embed filaments which had been grown on 

agar. Cubes of agar were removed and slices less than 1. m.. 

thick were taken from their top surface. These were cut into 

square,p of about 1. n.m, and transferred to the fixative. This 

ensured that the filaments were rapidly fixed since the agar sank 

in the fixative. In addition mechanical damage of t1e cells 

was less likely to take place during transfer since it was not 

necessary to directly handle the filaments. When it was 

necessary to move the filaments from one reagent to another the 

blunt end of a tooth pick was slid under the side of the agar 
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away from the protonemata. In addition it was possible to 

orientate the filaments relatively precisely since the cubes 

could be embedded in any desired position and any further 

orientation could be achieved by cutting the block in a 

particular direction. 

FixatiQ 

The fixative generally used was 6 glutaraldehyde in 

0 1iT nhosphate buffer of pH 70. Early work was carried out 

using glutaraldebyde obtained from Koch-Light Laboratories Ltd., 

Colnbrook. This was highly acidic and had to be neutralised by 

the addition of Na 01! before dilution with buffer. The fix-

ative later used was obtained from Paab end came in a neutral-

iced forn. 

Fixation was carried out at room temporature. The tissue 

was left for six hours, or overnight followed by washing in 

buffer to remove the glutaraldehyde. Insufficient washing has 

been shown to result in an image in which membranes appear light 

instead of dark (Gunning 1965).  Washing was therefore carried 

out at leect thrice with each wash taking 1 hour. Poet 

fixation was carried out in 2 buffered osmium tetroxide for 

l hours at room temperature. The tissue was subsequently 

washed in distilled water for j hour to remove the excess 

osmium. If the washing is carried out in alcohol the osmium 

stains the agar making it difficult to discern the filaments 

once embedded. 

For studies of cell membranes K1n04  was used as a fixative. 

The tissue was imereed in a freshly prepared, unbuffered 2% 



MnO 4  $OJ4t4OX1 for one hour at room ternperture ar.d suboequontly 

washed in diti11ed water to remove the excess solution, 

cLrtj on 

.)cLyd.ration was carried out in an ethanol oories, It has 

been reported (Pulett, pore. 	that it is possible -to 

trancfor tissue which has been fixed by the glutaraldehyd.o 

technique 4reotly to 7% alcohol without damaeing tho cellular 

contents. This wan initially tried but was found to be  

unsatisfactory since, not only was the ag'ar deeply Stained, but 

preservation was r20r0 satisfactory if a longer series was uocd, 

The tissue was therefore tranaferrod from buffer to 25,  50 and 

75 alcohol with about hour in each concentration. The 

tissue wau finally transferred to lOO ethanol in which it was 

left for at least 1 hour or occasionally ovetght. All the 

dehydration was done at room temperature. 

In 1±1 Lra,ion 

ifti c.Ij..rioi .Lt dcoi 	 :1cod tt t 	. .lcohol/ 

propylene oxide (1:4 epoypropane) mixture in the proportion 

3:1 and thoeafter in tLe proportion 1:3, the tissue beinp left 

in each of these solutions for about i-hour. Tllie tissue was then 

icLeraoc1 in 100 propylene oxide for 2. hour. 

The tiasue was embedded in araldite consisting of 

30.3 gm* araldite C1212, 23.4 9M. hardener 11T964 and 1 n. 

1130 (2, 4 9  (, Tn (Dimethylainometby1) phenol) supplied by 

Taab. ;he constituents were thoroughly mixed and left for 

hour to allow the bubbles introduced to disperse. The tissue 

was first transferred to a 3:1 propylene oxid.e/araldite nixture 
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for about 1 hour and then to a 13 nixtum and finally to pure 

araldite, If in any of thoce oteps Ibo 	failed to 

oink, it was left for  a  farther period or placed in & vacuum 

oven, It was generally left in a thin layer of pure ax'aldito 

overnight to allow any propylene oxide which might still have 

been present, to evaporate. !mb€ddjng was done in 0 0 

gelatin capsules supplied by Parke, Davis and Co. and the blocks  

allowed to harden over a period of 24 hours in an oven at 60°c. 
Variants of this technique have been tried with a view to 

achieving bettor preorvatjon and, in partiou1u greater 

contrast. Those generally consisted of varying t 	of the 

glutaraldehydo and altering the Proportions of the conrtituettc 

of the embedding medium. Few gave markedly superior results 

to that which has beer. deocrihed. One technique, however, did 

eliminate artifacts such as the detachment of the tOnoplaot from 

the cytoplasm and the cytoplasm from the cell wall in highly 

vacuoiatoel cells. With thic method the filamento were fixed 

in glutaraidehyde buffered to PIT 7.4 and post fixed in 1% 
buffered Os01 , They were enboddod in an araldito mixture 

conciotirq of 10 9m# araldite CY2129  10 gm. hardener HY964, 

1 9m., dibutylphthalato and 0.45 gue tUi. 	technique, 

however, has not been used over a long 	'riod to give a 

complete assessment of its advantages. 

For eporophyte preparations either a pinna, if the plant 

was mature, or the entire aporophyto, if young, was immersed in 

fixative and dissected within it. The portions which had been 

dissected out were then transferred to specimen tubes containing 
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more fixative and processed in the manner described. 

The procedures outlined have proved successful for all 

tissues exanined except for dormant spores. This to the thick 

spore coat the fixative and embedding media had difficulty in 

penetrating. 	After prolonged infiltration (72 hours) it did 

prove possible to obtain thick sections. However, no 

cytoplasmic detatla were visible. Attotpts were made to remove 

the spore coat. These included meohntcal and chemical means. 

These, however, not with little success. 

Sectioning and St4tning 

sections were obtained with an LKB ultrotome using glass 

knives made with an LKB "kntfemaker" • 	3eottons taken for 

examination were those which showed gold/silver to grey inter-

ference colours, i.e. U10 to 800A thick, They were picked up 

on cleaned 9 3009  or 'ZOO' mesh copper grids. They were 

generally stainod br florting on a drop of a saturated solution 

of uranyl acetate in a petri dish for ninety minutes followed 

by a rinse in distilled water. They were post stained in a 

lead citrate solution. The method originally followed was 

that of Reynolds (1963)o Pith this procedure they were floated 

on a drop of lead citrate in a closed petri dish the atmosphere 

of which had the CO2  concentration lowered by the addition of 

14a0H. The sections were stained for hour, washed briefly in 

0.02 !iaOH followed by distilled water. Latterly the method of 

Venable and Coggleshull (1965) has been followed since it is 

more rapid and is less likely to result in the precipitation of 

lead. It also gave enhanced contrast to the extent that the 
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use of uranyl acetate with the acoorrranying risk of ooritam..' 

thattori was considered superfluous. ?ollowing this technique 

the grids were rthcm ao above and dried either in a stream of 

air or on the ode of 'hard' filter paper (Wbatans 1o, 50). 

Viewing and. Photoprapj 

The sections were generally first viewed with a Philips 

W 75 electron microscope prior to staining to determine 

whether the ooctionwere of the desired quality. After 

staining the sections were transferred to an AEI i6. Hioto.. 

rapby was carried out usini a 5(i objective aperture and an 

accelerating voltage of 50 or 75 Ky. The plates used were 

Ilford "special contranty" which were developed in 1D19 or 

niorophen. 
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Light iicroscor 

CU UflboS 

Since cultures grown on agar were largely used in this 

investigation it was initially necessary to demonstrate that the 

growth curves were essentially similar to those obtained with 

liquid cultures. 

Samples were removed at set intervals (generally one 

day) as for electron microscopy and examined with the light 

microscope. 	Only those cells arisirir ar a direct reu1 t of 

division of tLe a'ical cell were courted, i.eo rhizoid w.ro not 

included (fig. 2). The average cell number of a sample of 100 

filaments was estimated. ring (1968) has shown that two 

samples of 100 filaments is sufficient to account for the 

variation within the population. In the present work since it 

was not necessary to have a critical assessment of the rate of 

Growth of filaments only one sample was taken. 

luclear Divisiofl 

Tharing the investigation it was hoped that it would be 

possible to examine the first or second as$ymtric divisions 

giving rice to the itizoidc with the electror, microscope. To 

do this it was necessary to accurately determine when these took 

place. 3amples were taken once the spore coat had ruptured and 

taken at hourly intervals until such time as the relevant 

division had taken place. slices of agar were removed and 

placed in a solid watch glass containing 10 parts ethyl alcohol, 

2 parts chloroform, 2 parts acetic acict anc 1 part formalin as a 

fixative for about half an hour. This ws found to be a 
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useful fixative in that not only did it tend to remove much 

of the Chlorophyll but also the greater part of the obscuring 

oil globulce. After fixation the sample was transferred to 

lacto propioriic orcein (Dyer 1963) and left for half an hour. 

The slice was then placed on a slide and a covorslip added. 

The elide was gently warmed over a spirit lamp until the agar 

just melted, at which point it spread out as a uniform layer 

under the coverolir. The coils could then be examined for the 

presence of division fiures. Concurrently with samples being 

taken for light microscopy, they were also removed for electron 

microscopy. 

Although, by these means it was possible to obtain a 

population in which about 40% of the cells were in some stage 

of division, it did not prove possible to examine division with 

the electron microscope. It is considered that this was 

largely due to the fact that it was generally possible to cut 

only about five filaments in any one block. Since the sample 

size for electron microscopy was so low, the likelihood of 

cutting through a cell undergoing division was low. 

ilastid Counts 

The method used was one similar to that of Possingham and 

Sanrer (1969). An accurate assessment of plastid number was 

achieved for red crown, ad to a limited extent for blue grown 

material. 

A sample Of filaments grown on liquid culture was pit into 

a vial containing 6% glutaraldehyde and left for at least half 

an hour to ensure adequate fixation. The vial was shaken to 
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ensure saximum separation of the filaments and a sample taken 

up in a pasteur pipette. This was added to a drop of fixative 

on a slide and a coverolip carefully added. Filter paper was 

placed on top of the coverslip and pressure applied. By this 

moans the cells were squashed flat but not ruptured. In 

elongate, red-grown coils it was then possible to count the 

plastids in the non dividing cello. Dividing cello, generally 

tip coils, have a mass of cytoplasm containing numerous plastids 

and oil c.lobules surrounding the nucleus making it difficult to 

obtain plastid counts for these cells by this method. To over-

come this, the filter paper was replaced said very localised 

pressure applied by means of a round ended glass rod. This 

generally caused the cells to rupture expelling their cyto- 

plasmic contents. 	Since the plastic oro.:o rrally still held 

together in a flat mass of cytopi: 	it wm 'f toy: possible to 

attribute a particular mass to a particular cell. 

This method was found to be entirely successful for red 

Crown cells, but less so for blue. It is considered that the 

difference lies in the different geometry of the cells and the 

resulting different distribution of cytoplasm within ther-ft 	In 

red crown material the cells are elongate, even at the uni-

cellular stage, with maximum concentratior of cytoplasm 

occuring at one end of the cell. As a result they can easily 

be flattened and the plastids counted except for the tip 

portion. In blue grown material a. similar mass of cytoplasm 

is found, but in this case it occupies a more central position 

and takes up a relatively greater proportion of the cellular 
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voluro. It was therefore found to be difficult to squash the 

cell without rupture. In red grown cells when further pressure 

was applied the force exerted apparently worked in the direction 

of the tip since this ws the only portion of the filnent which 

ruptured. When this occured the contents wore ejected for a 

Short distance and spread out as a flat sheet. In blue grown 

tissue with more isocU.awotrto cells the force apparently was 

exerted more or less equally in all directions since there was 

no preferential point at which rupture took place. As a result 

the contents were not ejected from the coils to the same extent. 

If, in an attempt to obtain a greater spread of the oytoplann, 

a stronger force was applied, the plastids tbcr'selvos began to 

rupture rendering counting impracticable. 

Counts were made of the total number of plastids per 

filament and of the numbers in individual cello in six replicates 

of any one sample. Concurrently with those of plastid numbers, 

counts were made of cell numbers in order that the forcr might 

be related to them. 

C;iomatOirapby 

In order that the mode of plastid division might be 

recorded a microscope with a time lapee cine camera attachment 

was used. Thr ticroacope was a Vickers Potbolu.x microscope 

with a 16 mm. 5' Vinton camera attachment. Variaw techniques 

were employed to observe the plastids several of which were based 

on the "hanging drop" principle. These were generally un. 

successful due to the facts that only a very small drop could be 

used to got within the focal length of the X40  objective lens used 
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and that the filaments bad a tendency to move towards the edge 

of the drop during photography. The most effective method 

provod to be that in which a thin slice of agar with filaments 

Crowing upon it was placed in a small drop of water in a well 

Slide and a coverolip placed upon it which was sealed uith a 

rubber oolution. The filaments were then well within the focal 

length of the objective lens, would not move out of the field of 

vision and would continue to grow. A plastid which appeared to 

be at an appropriate stage was brought into the field of view 

and photographs taken of it every eight ninutos until cueb time 

as division had taken place. The film was developed in 

microphen and the relevant franca printed up. 

cytochenjoal Tests 

The standard potassium iodide toot was applied to the 

filaments to teat for the presence of starch. 

Man III was added at the one, two and three cell stage to 

test for the presence of fat. 

3ozha].et xtraction 

To determine the amount of fat within dormant spores a 

oxha1et extraction was carried out. Two samples of spores 

were accurately weighed and placed into weighed thimbles. An 

empty thimble was used as a control. 100 ml, of petrolium 

ether was placed into each of three weighed flanks and 

extraction carried out until such a time as  a constant weight 

was obtained (36 hours). The thimbles and flasks were then re—

weighed and the percentage of fat based on the fresh and dry 

weights of the spores calculated. 
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05u1t3 

Section I 

The Orijn, Arrangement and Structure of Cells in 

the Gametqrtec 

Intxouc U an 

The t,-=etophytio growth pattern is determined by the 

distribution, rate and orientation of cell division and by the 

expansion and distribution of call types after differentiation. 

All their characteristics are sensitive to conditions of light, 

temperature and nediu, and eVeti under constant conditions may 

change with age. Nevertheless throughout development and 

until antheridia form, no more than three basic cell types are 

differentiated and those can be clearly rocoised. by their 

characteristic mode of origin and their structure. These three 

types are the colourless elongated rhizoidc formed towards the 

base, the small papillae formed later towards the apex, and the 

oblorocytes, which although formine the majority of the 

gametophytic thaflue and about all of the photosynthetic 

tissue, are the only coils capable of divisior. The smaller 

meriatomatic cells near the apex are recognisable for most of 

the gametophytic growth, but all of them retain the potential 

for divisions to form new cells of any type, oven when fully 

expanded and at the base of the prothallus. 

orth Pattern 

i The Spore 

As a result of sporogonisie four "Y' shaped spores are 

formed. These are about 65 X 45)u inside, and 35 X 65a in face 
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viei. The snore coat is highly convoluted, rising in 

irre1a' i'olde0 	At the anterior end is a simple rictgt at 

which point the coat splits during germination. 

Pry weight deteridnationc have indicated that dormant 

spores cotajn as little as 4% water. Since* as will be 

described, (p. 55) the spore coat consists of several layers 

which comprise a Substantial proportion of the dry mass of the 

spore, this figure does not represent the cytoplasaja water 

content, however, it does indicate that it is in a 

dehydrated state. 

After germination it was noted that highly mfraotile 

globules were present in the cells. It was suspected that 

these might be fat. This was confirmed by a positive reaction 

with Sudan III. A ozhelot extraction of dormant spores 

showed that fat comprised about 200% of the dry weight. It 

would therefore seem most likely that fat is the main storage 

materiel, 

ii Changes during-, ioratnatjon induction treatment 

As a result of imbibition the rorcs increase in size 

until the coat ruptures along tc riage exposing the cell 

beneath (plate 1). It is only L t: point that auccessful 

fixation has been achieved (of* Materials and ethoda). 

About 40 hours after the ic Iit Laeoi t i,lic first 

cell division takes place, it 	ib1 asey'trjo giirinj rise 

to a cell about seven times smaller than the other, as measured 

in median longitudinal Bectiors pig. 2, plate 5). The smaller 

cell, which ic, first seen as a colourless protruberence, is known 



Fig. 2. Oenainatii and filamentous growth OT proto.-

neiata of D. borzcxj, Cross htchirg 

indicates zone of cytoplasmic acowauiatio. 
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as the coloux.lese1t coil. By elongation it gives rice to a 

rhizoid, while the larger, the 'green" cell, is that from which 

the protanoma and hence the thalloid gametopbyte is derived. 

iii Development in white and blue light 

It ha been shown (Ying 1968) that the morphology of cells 

grown in suitable intensities of blue and white light are 

identical, 

After germination the "colourless" cell elongates concider—

ably until it attains a 1enth of several Millimetres. }TO 

further d.ivioionc tate place within it. The green cell or 

chlorocyte elongates in a direction at right angles to that of 

the rhizoid and while doing to, its nucleus migrates to a nosit—

ion clone to the apex, During this process the nucleus becomes 

surrounded by a cytoplasmic mass in which are numerous fat 

bodies anc. ohioroplasts. This agrogation in connected to 

the peripheral cytoplasm by many cytoplasmic strands along 

which slow streaming can be observed. Such an organisation 

anpearn to be typical of nuclei about to undergo division. For 

example all actively divluing tip cells which have been 

examined possess this feature. When, under certain conditions, 

a highly vacuolated interstitial cell undergoes division it is 

preceded by the formation of a cytoplasmio accumulation around 

the nucleus. 

After migration of the nucleus to the tip of the "green" 

cell, division gives rise to a cell similar to the first and 

lying in the same axis. These events are repeated in the newly 

formed croon cell 80  that after a series of such divisions a 
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filament is eventually formed (fig. 2). At the sane tiiie, in 

the basal cells  the nucleus with a depleted cytoplasmic mass 

Migrates to a point opposite that at which the first rhizoid 

was formed. A second as,zjtric division takes place giving 

rise to another rhizoid. After division, all green cells  

undergo a process of vacuolisation together with the progressive 

disappearance of fat bodies until only a thin peripheral cyto—

plasmic layer remains in which are embedded the chioroplaste and 

nucleus. 

For ease of identification of particular protonematal 

cellz cnd divisions within the filaments, a system of cell 

nomenclature has been devised. The basal cell in a filament 

is termed P11  and cells anterior to it, P2, P3 9  P4 etc. The 

tip cell is termed Pi and calls posterior to it Pit, Piii f  Fiv 

etc. The rhizoids are termed Rb and P2. Tic the position of 

any cell with reference to the basal or tip cell can readily be 

identified, e.g. P4 is a cell four from the base, Pit is a 

cell two from the tip. In a similar fashion particular 

divisions can be indicad, e.g. Pl./R2 is the division of the 

basal coil (p1) giving rise to the second rhizoid (2). 

Divisin at the tip, apart from the formation of an 

occacianal interstitial cell in the tip region, continues until 

a critical cell number, generally about five, is reached (ring 

1968, flume and Ingle 1968). At this point a cytoplasmic 

aggregation in seen to form in the cell three back from the tip 

(Phi). This marks the point at which tran:ition from filament—

ous Crowti ir one directioi, one dimenciozuil growth, to that in 
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two directiono, two dimensional growth, occurs. The fozation 

of a cytoplasmic aggregation is usually followed by diviSion by a wall in 

ple, at right angles to the long axis of the fticneft 

(fig- 3,typel) 	ho first re—orientated division is occasionally 

followed by another division in Pt in the original piano, being 

followed by a second re—orientated division in Put. This is 

followed by a re—orientated division in Pit amd the products of 

these divisions divide ,Ti 	rise to files of cells ending in 

paptilse. While these cells are dividing, the apical cell 

(Pt) divides unequally, first to the aide away from the papillae  

and then alternately to one side then the other, cutting off 

coils which produce files ending in papillac. The apical 

cell eventually forms the apical initial of the heart shaped 

p?otIiallw3. 

iv Dovelonment in red li( tht 

When protonemata are grown in red light the cells have a 

markedly different morphology from that described above. The 

initial ohiorocyto elongates to a greater length. The basal 

cells (P1) of filaments grown in blue light expand until they 

reach a final size of about 57 X 4u, whereas those grown in rod 

attain a size of about 30 X 72 - I71,u, the final length depend—

ing on when the P1/P2 division took place. The nucleus 

generally does not migrate to the posterior end of the cell in 

order to undergo the P1/R2 division. Thus in the majority of 

filaments, no second itisoid is formed, although occasionally a 

division does take place somewhere along the coil. Divisions 

giving rise to filamental cells take place in a normal manner. 



3. TYWM of t,,arnttion fro* pzotoneta to 

prothailt. 
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After division, the coil which Imi been cut off e1ongtca 

considerably (generally up to about 1700 (plate 2). 

A characteristic feature of filaments c,ron under these 

conctitions to that transition is inhibited. Filaments of 

eostderab1e length (30 - 40 cello) can be grown without any 

sign of transition. 11ohr (1964) and Dyer (unpubi.) have found 

that a very low percentage of filaments do undergo some kind of 

transition. This may be due to there being a very high 

critical cell number for transition to take place at this 

wavelength. It may be, however, that the red filter used 

transmits a very small amount of blue light or that the blue 

absorbing pigment does absorb a certain amount of red, thus 

effecting transition. 

v 	Rec3 Blue reversal 

The growth characteristics of filaments grown in red and 

blue light are readily reversible by trazwfering to the alter—

mate wavelength. jjedfTown filaments, when transferred to blue 

light show the effect after four or five bourn, as an expansion 

of the tip cell (plat(,  2.).  This progresses until it reaches 

the dimensions of a blue-grown cell. Divisions subsequently 

follow as normal and transition to two dimensional growth 

eventually takes place. Blue—grown filaments take longer for 

reversion to the alternate growth form, generally taking about 

two days, 

vi 	Cell Division Rates 

It has been found that the rtc of coil dtvieiOr of filtrnents 

grown on agar compares favourably with that of those fTowr. on 
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liquid culture. White-grovn filaments, after an initial lag 

during which cell elongation and nuclear movements are 

occuring, have a cell division rate of about 0.7 cells/day until 

transition takes place (fig. 4). This compares with that of 

0.75 cells/day on liquid culture. 

Filaments grown in red light have a longer lag phase than 

those grown in blue and a somewhat slower growth rate (0.5 

cello/day). The rate of those 7-on on agar to indistinguish-

able from those grown on liquid medium. 

In all cases the rate of cell division is constant over 

the period of filamentous growth. In all reopecto, with 

regard to detectable morphological nd cytological details, the 

growth of filaments on agar is identical to that of those on 

liquid medium. 

Cell Types 

Rhizoids crd papillae are uniform in all situations and 

their morphology, internal structure and development as seen in 

the light and electron microscope can be conveniently described 

at this point. Chiorocytes, no doubt because of their grater 

potential and lack of commitment to a. limited range of 

activities, have a more complex structure which shows a greater 

variation witL age, stage and environmental conditions. These 

will be dealt within greater detail in later sections and here 

will be merely introduced by reference to a fully expanded 

cblorooyto formed in white light at 200C. 

The Green Cell 

Light icroccopy 



Fig. 4 	roith of prato sita on liquid (A  arA ar 

(U) in whit. (100 1/øci,ft.) ( 	) and red 

lit (25 1/eq.ft.) 
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The most
Af- 
ominnt feature of fully vacuolato chiorocytea 

is the presence of numerous ellipsoidal ohloropiaste lying in 

the thin peripheral layer of cytoplasm. Those measure about 

6 X 31L and are generally evenly distributed throughout the cello. 

As many as 300 have been found, in a fully expended coil. Apart 

from a granular nucleus few other cytoplasmic details are 

visible at this level. 	mall spherical bodies, po1xthly either 

mitochondria or microbodioc, have occasionally been seen moving 

with the slow cytoplasmic otreaning. 

aectron ?icroocory 

The ultractructuro of the organelloc is basically rthilar 

to that generally thought to be typical of higher plarit. 	lac- 

tide, initoohondria, endoplasmie reticulum 	Golgi bodies, 

and inicrobod.tea are apparently randomly distributed throughout 

the cell (plate 3). Ribosomes both bound and free are present 

in considerable quantities. The 	which is always rough, 

usually to present as short lengths, The cell wall generally 

consists of an inner clear zone and an outer layer in which the 

miorofibrils are orientated alonr the long axis of the cell 

(plate 4). In oblique sections they can clearly be seen as 

separate strandc running in a common direction. 

It is often possible to determine from icrra the the 

stage of development of the filament. In favourable longitud-

inal sections the number of cells can be counted and the posit-

ion of the nuclei noted. In cells which have recently 

divided, the distance between adjacent nuclei provides an 

indication of the time that has elapsed since division. 



I M,oid 

it iccncopy 

A seen with the light microscope t:e first incication 

that division to form the second rhizoid (R2) has taken place 

is the presence of a swelling towards the posterior of the 

basal cell (PI). (The division giving rise to the first 

rhizoid (Ia) takes place mid way along the cell, This 

subsequently moves to a posterior position on the elongtton of 

the green cell.) This swelling rapidly elongates to torn the 

rhizoid. This ta:ec place in about 48 hours. Initially a 

cytoplasmic mass is seen in the tip, but as elongation and 

vacuolatton progress it moves to a posterior position and 

eventually disappears (plate 19).  When fully elongate, the 

rhizoid cytoplasm occupies a thin peripheral layer.  T2ongtion 

continues until the rhizoid attains a length of about 3 n.m. 

From a predominantly basal position the nucleus moves to one 

about half way along the rhizoid.e prom being spherical it 

becomes markedly spindle shaped, and, in addition highly 

granular. 

Apart from the nucleus, the oblaroplasto are the only 

organelles readily visible with the light microscope. After 

division they rapidly lose their green colour, become consider-

ably smaller (about 2u compared with (a long in the green coil), 

and often sphericals 

Electron Eicroae2jZ 

ith the electron microscope it can be seen that on 

formation of the rhizoid cell there is no preferential 
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ditrjbutjon of the organdies (plate 5). The cell wall cuts 

across a median of the banal cell (P1) resulting in the 

indiscriminate distribution of the organdies into the two 

colic. At this stage wall vacuoles can be seen in the rhizoid 

Cytoplasm.)  particularly above the nu015w3. It is likely that 

it is as a result of the fusion of these that the large central 

vacuole is formed. 

As has been noted, the apex of the elongating rhizoid 

containc a cytoplasmic accu1ation. Plate 6 i a transverse 

section near the apex. This region is oharactericed by the 

presence of several large Vacuole, numerous vesicles of smaller 

dimensions, and Golgi bodies. The E.F., although possibly 

showing some orientation with regard to the cell wall does not 

have a marked relationship with it. Plastids and siorobodios 

are lacking from this region. Pat bodiee, numerous in the 

green cell at this stage and initially present in the rhizoid 

(plate 7), quickly disappear. 

Plate 8 is taken about 101U posterior to plate 6 towards 

the base of the apical mass. Vacuolation it, more pronounced 

and is apparently due to the fusion of smaller vacuolee. The 

LT. is present in considerable quantity and displays a strong 

relationship with the cell, wall, running parallel to it, often 

more than eight layers deep. Plastids and microbodies are 

present in this region. Colgi bodies are less numeroc. The 

remainder of the cytoplasm differs little from the more artcrior 

region. 

Plato 9 is that of a subapical region posterior to plate 8 
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(see above). It can be coon that the cytopldem in electron 

dense and has a coarse appearance. The plaitids oxibedJ.od 

within it have considerably swollen thylakoidu. Due to the 

disorganised apposrsxca of the cytoplaon it is considered that 

It is underoing' degeneration. Vacuolation in this region has 

pro-z'esaed to an extent such that the cytop1acr ii entirely 

peripheral. 

Plate 10A to that of the basal region. The cy'toplan in 

this zone appears viable. Apart from the degree of vacuoli.. 

cation and the lessor quantity of '.'., the ultxaotructure is 

similar to that of the apical region. 

In the region of the apical Cytoplasm microtubules have 

been noted close to the plaomalea (plate lOP). They have 

generally been found to be orientated along the long axis of the 

rhizoid. 91orotubules have occasionally been encountered in 

more central regions but in these cases no preferential 

orientation has been noted. 

The apical cytoplann of the rhizoid is characterised by 

the presence of numerous vesiclos. On the basis of their 

ultractructural charsoteristico they may be divided into two 

categories. Thove of the first (type 1) are smooth surfaced, 

rith an electron transparent core (plates 11 - 14). They may 

occasionally contain a dense deposit. They vary considerably 

in size and may be seen cooleecing with one another and with 

the vacuoles. The vesicles comprising the second class (typo 

2) are generally smooth surfaced and their contents have a 

density similar to that of the Oolgi oiatemae (plates 11 - 14). 
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further classes (types 2a and b). The first type (2a) 

varies in size from  70  170  mi in diameter and may occasionally 

have fibrous inclusions, Vesicles belonging to this category 

may have an electron transparent core surrounded by a dark halo 

(plate 13). These may be transitional forms between 2a and 1. 

The second type of vesicle in this category (2b) has a 

diameter of about 60 ii from which it does not vary by more than 

15 n. Like the other vesiclee it is surrounded by a unit 

membrane, which is more easily resolved than in the other 

cases. In addition, the inner dark layer is distinctly darker 

than the outer (plates 11 14). This gives the vesicle a 

distinctive appearance even when seen at low magnification. 

Both the classes of vesicle 1 and 2a are produced by Oolgi. 

bodies (p1atec 11, 13, 14). 	Plate 13 shows the two typos of 

vesicle apparently being budded off the same Qolgi body. This 

is another indication that the two types of vecicle are Jr. cone 

ways distinct. Plate 14 ahows a clear vesicle (type 1) being 

produced by a small Goigi body and the resultant vesicle 

apparently fusing with a large vacuole.-like structure, As a 

result of such observations it seems likely that vacuolec are 

formed as a result of the progressive fusion of such vesicles. 

The derivation of the third vesicular type (2b) is not 

clear. Uith regard to their dimensions and staining properties 

they resemble the coated vesicles seen by Bonrieti and Uewoomb 

(1965), Bowers  (1965), and Bobbins and Jentzsch (1969). 

Iovever, Jr. the present case no coat of the nature described 
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has been seen. 1oeircr, an intnce of tmrface sculpturing 

siii1ar to that aeon by Donnett and Newcomb has been rioted 

(plate 14B). They sug.eat that ouch vesicles emanated from 

some tpe of smooth vesicle as a result of a bi&triij process. 

In the rhizoid connections between these vesicles and a larger 

type have been seen (plate 14C and I))* However t  the evidence 

is insufficient for an unequivocal answer to this question, 

In general the structure of mitochondria said microbodies 

is similar to those corresponding orgenelles in the green cell. 

However, the mitochondria tend to be more spherical. Flicro-

bodios, unlike those in the green cell, are not numerous, 

During elongation the plastids undergo degenerative 

changes. Initially they are indistinguishable from those in 

the green cell. (plate 5). Fowovor, it is soon evident that 

the number of thylakoida seen in any section has diminished, 

In addition, as has been noted their dimensions are considerably 

reduced. I1.dLh Cytoplasm degeneration has not taken place 

to such an extent that the integrity of the membranes has been 

lost (plate 15). Although generally the tbylakoidc are swollen, 

oases have been aeon in which they are few but unaltered. Such 

plastids generally contain starch grains (plate 16). These 

were possibly produced before the degenerative chaec cozenced. 

In view of their lack of greenees and snail number of tbylakoida, 

it is doubtful whether they are functional. Complete 

degeneration appears to take place in regions where the surround-

ing cytoplasm is itself degenerate. Under these conditions the 

compartments (1eier and Thompson 1962)  are extremely swollen 
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(plate 16A). 	It would seer: most likely that cuch placti(!'i 

would soon completely lose their integrity. 

Vacuoles in young ithizoids generally contain little 

deposition* flowever, when this is present it occurs as a, 

generally spherical, densely staining zone (plate bA). Lo 

information is available as to the nature of these deposits. 

They are similar to those found in cortical cells of Vitt 

and Cucurbita (Isau 1963), In these cases it is considered 

that they are composed of tannins or phenols. In fully 

extended rhizoide a highly ftbrtflax' deposit may be present 

(plate 17). This type of deposit appears to be mainly 

associated with the central vacuole. There is generally a 

thin dense deposit along the edge of such a vacuole. 

Occasionally a complex tubular or lamellar system has 

been seen lying on the inner edge of the torioplast projecting 

into the vacuole (plate bA). No organisation can be 

discerned within this system. Since it is attached to the 

tonoplac t it is possible that it may have been derived from it. 

It is reminiscent of the filiform apparatus found in the 

synergids of cotton. (Jensen 1965) Certain  significant 

differences exist however. In cotton the tubular array 

appears to be an cut roi#h of the wall closely applied with 

plasmalemma and always localised at the aicropyler end of the 

cells. In rhizoids the icicalisation is random. In addition 

the amorphous phase distinguished in cotton is absent from the 

rhizoid. It has been suggested that the filiform apparatus 

acts as a channel through which nutrients are passed into the 
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embryo sac. Such a role would seen unlikely in the present caseo 

however, it is conceivable that waste products produced in the 

cytoplasm could be passed through it to the vacuole. 

The structure of the rhizoid cell wall differs from that of 

the green cells. The rhizoid wall is also composed of two 

layers. In young rhizoids the inner layer is clear containing 

a few vesicles and tubules. In fully elongate cells a random 

array of 4mp fibrils in present in this zone (plate 18). 

Within this array are dark areas up to about 60mu in diameter. 

Occasionally fibrils with this electron opaque materiel 

appreesed to them can be seen. The outer layer is essentially 

similar in rhizoide at all stages. It is very dense making it 

difficult to discern much structure in transverse and 

longitudinal section. In tangential section no regular array 

of microfibrile can be seen. It is comprised of dense masses 

of material separated by a matrix similar to the first layer. 

Since this structure is markedly different from that of the 

green cells it was considered that it might contain some 

materiel other than cellulose. A positive result for a teat 

with XI followed by hydrolysis with  70% K2 04  indicated 

cellulose was present, but the reaction was less marked than 

that for the green cells. It in possible, therefore, that the 

walls might contain a considerable quantity of non—cellulosic 

substances. 

Since the structure is less compact than that of the green 

cells' walls, it is considered that this might in part explain 

the different staining properties of rhizoide. For example, if 
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the nuclear stain lacto propiorzic 01-0cin is applied to the 

gamotophytea, the rhizoid.s are stained very readily and the 

green cells very little. It would seem possible that the stain 

could pass more rapidly through the "open" structure of the 

rhizoid cell wall than through the closely knit wall of the 

green cells. 

J>apilla 

Lijht licroccorr 

Papillae are elongate, dumbell shaped, cells (plate 19). 

The most general situation in which they are found is at the 

end of the files of cells comprising the'tnge" of twodimensi— 

onal thalli. They may also, under certain conditions, be 

found at the end of filamentous protonemata. In both cases 

they are produced froi what was Dreviouely an actively 

dividing tip cell. 

They are unicellular structures, which are apparently 

incapable of fLrther division, Thus when a r'rotonera produces 

a terminal papilla transition no longer takes place in the 

manner described (p. 24). In this case further growth occurs 

as a. result of division of the third or fourth cell back from 

the tip (viii or Piv) (fig. 3) and not Pi as described 

Previously, In the temperature range 20 - 22.5% the type of 

transition in which the aeristem is a derivitive of Pi, is moot 

common, ?ype II is more common, at higher temperatures, is. 

250C 27°C, and lower light inteeitie (King 1968)0 

The first indication of the formation of a paptila, is a 

swelling at the apex of the call from which it is to be formed. 
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ThF'. ir Thliowcd by k.:.ryoi 	tlie ntezior nucleur, novthg 

into the re1ljn'. The subsequent oytokinoain partitions the 

avelline frou Pi. Although superficially similar to rhizoicle 

in the early develotxerAtal stages it is soon evident that they 

bear little relation to them since their elongation is limited 

to about 15Ci, and their chioroplasts do not decrease in size, 

nor lone their green colour. 

Jiectron iicroec opy 

At the tip of tho cell is ai gregte of cytoplasm* The 

remainder is Peripheral with the central region being occupied 

by a large vacuole. The nucleus is always found in a basal 

Position. 

In Seneraly the fine structure is similar to that of the 

green cello (plate 20A). No proliferation of F.P. or Golgi 

bodies hat been noted. In all aspects the plastids are 

"normal". Only the mitochondria differ aothst. Cases have 

been seen in which the criztae are very poorly developed 

(plate 207i). This, however, is not a coneintant feature and 

is not considered to bc diagnostic of this cell type. 

The tip cytoplasm t rather vesiculate (plate 21). This 

is the only region of the cell in which miorotubulon have been 

found. They lie in a plane parallel to the converging cell 

walls. Plastids have not been found in the extreme apex 

although they may be present 5 6,u posterior to it. 

An in general in protonomatal cells, vacuolation is 

extensive. An in rhizoide, d to ' lesser ot:t in green 

cells, a dense deposit ir lair 	or,  ftc iincr rvrfaoe of the 
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tonoplast (plate 22). This takes the form of a layer about 

40mu thick together with roughly spherical deposits up to 

2u in &tasetcr. These latter are oosiderably larger than 

those found in rhizoicic. 

In general, the structure of the wall is similar to that 

in the green cells. However, an external thickening in the 

apical region has occasionally been noted. It is generally 

crescentic and has a similar structure to that of the under.-

lying wall. 

Di. ussion 

'i1l-e 	LCU after ::owth in a particular 

i - duotng their formation are 

not clear. They can be induced as a result of stress being 

placed upon the system. For example terminal protoneinatal 

papillae are produced at high temperatures and in low light 

conditions. Thee c may have an effect on the apical cell. 

1aM lies it the onde of the files of cells forming the "wings" 

of tw' dimensional prothalli appear to be formed under all 

conditions. It is possible that there is a critical cell 

number at which growth in these files ceases and, the formation 

of a papilla is a result of this cessation. 

The rhisoids are of particular interest in that they are 

the product of a highly asaymetric division and are capable of 

elongating to a length of about 3m.n. in about 48 hours. It 

might have been expected that prior to division z'eorganiaation 

leading to the non random distribution of organelles within the 

oytoplasr might have been visible at the ultrsatxuctural level. 
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hoevo, crop1amic differentiation is not detectable before 

cell division by any of the techniques used. In the spore 

of Jat.tcucci truthiope 	(Gantt and krnott 1965), which 

has protein as a storage material, the protein content 

decreases, and starch increases just prior to the rhizoid 

division* In addition the cytoplasmic IA is concentrated in 

the region of the dividing nucleus. such a test has not been 

carried out on D. barren. 

Also, because of the rapid rhizoid o1on'atiOn it was 

expected that they might have features in eoimnon with pollen 

tubes o root hairs, both of which are similarly capable of 

rapid sxtion growth. Both of  these cellular types have an 

apical cytoplasmic accumulation and both demonstrate apical 

growth (Cloves and Juniper 1968). As degenerate and therefore 

preataably inviable cytoplasm, is encountered a short distance 

from the tips, it seems likely that rhioids also show apical 

growth, at least in the initial stages of e1onation. Both 

pollen tubes and root hairs exhibit stratification of their 

organelles along their axes, both being predominantly veetculate 

at their tips (Larson 1965; iosen, 0aw1ik, I*ehek, and 

Siegescnd 1964; Rosen and Gawlik !966; sievers 1963; 

ewoonb and Bonnett 1965). Root hairs rAOw little lateral 

stratification (1ewconb and Bormett 1965) 9  but pollen tubes tend 

to have more 	in the region of the cell wall (Larson 195). 

In this respect rhizoido resemble pollen tubes. 

Bhjsoids, however, resemble root hairs more than pollen 

tubes in that the rate of growth of the foimor (about 0.1 m. . / 
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hour) is similar to that of rhioid, kollon tubc 

capable of reaching a fully elongate  state in a matter of 

houro. In addition the presence of smooth F.R. and two 

separate cells mWces them highly specialised cello. The 

o'co of iore than one type of vesicle and of hibly 

oriontatsct mtcrotu1oa in root hairs is similar to the 

rhizoid. 

The presence of an organised system of 	vesicles 

and miorotubulce in the rhizoid sujoot that the cytoplasm is 

organised for the rapid formation of now cell wall material. 

It would appear that the Golgi apparatus is capable of 

producing different typos of vesicle. It has been demonstrated 

tht the (lolgi vocicios can contain carbohydrates (iortbcoto 

alLd Pickett..Heapa 1966) and it has been suggested that it 

might be possible to have vesicles containing either carbo—

hydrate or protein (onnett and 1ewoob 1966). It is pocaible 

that both the Golgi and . . may be concerned With secretion 

since their dovtiopmont is generally associated with colic in 

Which rapid growth or secretion is occurin. It would seem 

possible that onzynes may be transported via the E.14 to the 

Gogi either by direct connection or by vesicles cut off from 

the 	(Cloven and  juniper 19681 Aceluen and. Groxiau 1966). 
This would lend support to the idea of multifunctional Golgi. 

In the root hairs of radish, the vesicles ptpovted to contain 

protein are coated. Since the small class of 'vtaiolos (2b) 

closely resemble these, they Might play a similar role. 

Unlike root hairs and various other elongate cells, e.g. 



owin; hairs of Goypjum,  Coiba 	lepiac and etaaiinal 

hairs 	'Zradesountia no reu1ar orientation of iaiorofibrils 

has been noted in the rhizoid. It has been suggested that 

peripheral inicrotubules might be responsible for such an 

orientation (ewoomb and Bonnett 1965). since they are highly 

oiientatod in the rhizoid this role cannot be attributed to 

thorn in this cane. It would seam likely that vesicles 

contain.ing materials neceseaa'y for microfibril production pass 

through the plasmaloarna where their contents are discharged. 

The ultrastruoture of young and old rhizoid walls differs in 

that the former have one, and the latter, two layers. The 

young wall is similar to the outer layer in the older cell. 

In the inner layer a dense deposit is laid between and on the 

rnicrofibriis. The progressive deposition of the electron 

opaque material is considered to be the mode of formation of 

the large deposits in the outer layer. Since no fundamental  

difference can be detected between the walls at the two periods 

it is considered that they are formed in essentially a similar 

manner. 
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Section II 

xaele Cbaractrris-tion  

Intro :'.-ac Lion 

The organdies described are generally those typical of 

wice1lu1ar or two celled filaments grown in white or blue 

light of 100 lm/sq. ft. and 200C. ihere this is not the case, 

thi has been indicated. In addition to a systematic 

d.eccripti"n of tLeir ultrastruotural characteristics, correlation 

with those of organelles found in other plant cells has been 

The I7uoleun 

i 	The interphase nucleus 

The nucleus may be spherical, lobed or, as in fully 

vacuolato cells, ellipsoidal. It is surrounded by a double 

membrane with a perinuclear space of about 800A. The outer 

membrane of the envelope in occasionally connected with an 

element of membranous material resembling E,R, (plate 23). 

The nuoleoplasm in highly granular, the granules being about 

25 W  in diameter (plate 24). in the electron transparent 

regions between the granules fibrous material may be seen. 

The presence of finely fibrillar material in irregular 

agiregations is a common feature (plate 23). These are most 

likely zones of ohromat.in. This can also be seen at the level 

of the light microscope when they appear as a marked granularity 

in the nuclear matrix. 

Nucleoli, may be seen within the nucleus, The structure 

of these is similar to that found in other plant cells (Porter 
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1960; Fabri 1963; Hyde et a11965; Thomas 1966) (plates 24 and 

25). They oouit of fibrillar and 'au1ar zones corresponding 

to the pars aorpha and pare Cranuloss first noted in animal 

Celle (istab1e an oto10 1951; Tarinozzi 1964). The first 

ccneists of fine fibres whose structure to indistinguishable 

from that of the chromatic regions, and the second of 150A 

granules between which, fine fibres can occasionally he detected. 

There it no separation into distinct regions, the former 

app.rctly windin t1ru the Iattero 	It is conridered that 

tt1r zoro correaporrvs to tIt rea ir irbieh rtbonucleo.-

prottz particles have been detected, and the fibrillar zones 

to outgrowths of chromosomal nucleolar organisers (Lord and 

Lafontaine 1969). 

At intervals the envelope is intentnted by pores. Vith 

fixation these appear as discrete discontinuities (plate 

2), zldnco with glutovaldehyde,losmium fixation a substructure 

can be detected, and since this fixation technique is generally 

considered to preserve cellular structures in a more lifelike 

condition, it is conoidered that MO does not reveal the true 

structure of the pores. In cross section, using gluteraldabyde 

as a fixative, the pores are seen to be bounded by the edges of 

the nuc1ea or:' 	1 etween which the cytoplasm is sotcvhat 

opaque  

Thtangcntial sections of the nuclear envelope they are seen to 

be circular and about 80c in diameter (plato 26B) 	They are 

bounded by about eight 1Oui ptrtto1es with a centre to centre 
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spacing of 25n*i. In the centre of tLe tore ar.other griuio can 

be seen with, on occasion, what appear to be fibrile radiating 

from it (fig, 5). 
These observations are in general agreement with those 

cited in the literature. Whaley et al (1960) have also 

reported noting a different density of cytoplasm in the pores 

and, as a result of their observations, have suggeetcd that there 

is no continuity between the nucleus and the rest of the cyto—

plasm. The presence of a dark line, possibly a continuation 

of the nuclear envelope, across the pore would seem to confirm 

this. Pranks (1966) and. Too ancL Bailey (1967) have made 

detailed observations on their structure and, using Markhan'o 

rotation technicauo, have found that the annulus usually consists 

of eight globular subunits with a centre to centre spacing of 

30 au and 6 164 in diameter. The presence of one to three 

central granules is also a common feature. 

ii 	The dividing nucleus  

Por reasons previously outlined., little information is 

available with regard to nuclear division. However, a 

metaphase configuration, fixed in YJftO4, has been seen (plates 

27 and 28). Membranous organelles are largely excluded from 

the region near the chromosomes and tle nuclear envelope, 

which has broken down,  in indistinguishable from U0, Strands 

of ,R.-1ikc material can be seen lying between the arms of the 

chromosomes and Golgi bodies appear to be more rumerous than 

in an intorphace cell. A nucleus fixed in glutaraldehydo/ 

osmium which is considered to be in a preprophase state has been 



Fig,5. Dia6mm showing the etotue of nuclear 

polvas 

Cross sectional view. The pore is 

considered to be t're?eed by a $opt= wbieb 

to a coxitiuuatioi ot the nuclear envelope 

Tangential eecttøti. A central granule 

is bordered by another eight. Fibres may 

radiate out fron the centre. The rzurber 

M exact orientation of the fibres is un—

certain,, 
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seen (plate 241B). 	1,', characterised by the preeoco of 

numerous microtubulos lyiri in thn cytolnnn next to t 

nuclear envelope. Thece obcentir.c cuycst that aitocic3 

proceeds in a manner similar to that which bus been observed 

in other plant cells (Ledbetter 1968). 

Fat Bodies 

During early protonematal growth fat bodies are a 

prominent feature • With glutax'a1dehrde 'osmium fixation they 

are spherical, have uniform contents and vary greatly in size 

(2 - )a) (plates 29 and 30). It is not clear whetbor they 

are bounded by a membrane. Generally no bounding layer can be 

distinguished,  but on occasion a dark line is vtc'iblo at their 

periphery. When this is so it gcnez'ally does not extend 

completely round the body. It is possible that this ir an 

artifact. rowever, in yeast a bimolecular layer jr  witijin 

liid droplets, has been detected by freeze ctc1ir: •; ai 

examining the surfaces so revealed (Moor and Vt!hletha1er 1963). 

Using Wn04  as a fixative the ultrasthcture is consider—

ably different from that described above (plate 301,). Under 

those conditions they have an irregular electron opaque margin 

with a transparent core. The presence of two zones is 

possibly due to tho lack of penetration of the fixative. 

1itocbondria 

The mitocLondria havc an ultrantructure similar to that 

seen in most higher plants (plate 31). They are generally 

oval, measuring about 1.0 X 0.i. TIe vii1ie are plate—like 

with no preferential orientation. Occasionally osmiophilic 
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droplets can be seen in the matrix between the cristac. 

icrobocies 

Organelles identified an niorobodies are bounded by a 

single membrane, are 0.5 - 1.5u in their greatest dtwotor, 

exhibit spherical, elonGate or dumbefl—chaped profiles in 

section and have a evanular matrix of varying density. 

They may possess a relationship with the E.! e  and may contain 

dense amorphous tncluziior. 

Bodies correnpondin, to tiAn d: CCCniptiOa inVO been acen 

in all cells of the developing aietophyte. They arc, however, 

more common in actively dividing cells, e.g. tip cello. In 

general, the matrizz is uniformly amorphous (plate 32), but a few 

instances have been noted in which particles about lOmu in 

diameter were present (plate 32D, N and F). These may, 

however, serc1 be a result of the ftattve 	 The 

preene ui onrd or two dense inciusions is a rrequent.Ly encountered. 

feature (plate 32B and C). They are of ten -lCow'id 	 to 

the bounding membrane. 

A common feature is the presence of an interior membrane 

bound mono (fig. 6). This may be bounded by one or two 

membrc 	(plate 32). When bounded by a single membrane the 

interior is usually composed of material similar to that of 

the nurronding cytoplasm. In such cases this is interpreted 

as being a section through a cytoplasmic intrusion into the 

microbodi. Serial sections through such a configuration 

indicate that this is the case (plato 33)9  and this is confirmed 

by sections through the plane of the invagination (plate 34). 



Fig. 6. Representation of the structure of micro.. 

bodioø. 
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In oases whore the interior b ndin membrane appeire double 

the apace enclosed in generally electron taiapavent. If the 

inner of the membranes does not entirely sheath the space but, 

as in often the case, invaginatee at some point, the space 

enclosed by two note of membranes appears clear (plate 32P), 

whereas that enclosed by one has a structure similar to that of 

the rest of the cytoplasm. In such oases this has been 

interpreted as being an invagination of the membrane of the 

nicrobody in which some kind of vesicle is present. In some 

oases the vesicle is of sufficient diameter to be closely 

applied to the entire surface of the irivaginatton whereas in 

others it in only applied to part of it (fig. 6). In sections 

out along the plane of such an intrusion it cart be seen that 

the vesicle often has a "tail" extending into the cytolasn 

(plate 34B and. c). The diameter of the "tail" is similar to 

that of the 3J, but since it has not been followed for a 

sufficient distance irto the cytoplasm  this cannot be ratified. 

In permanganate fixed preparations organdies of the 

dimensions described can be soon (plate 34!)). These have an 

electron dense halo surrounding a transparent core. An in 

the once of fat bodies, such an ultrastructuro is interpreted 

as being duo to the lack of penetration of the fixative. 

The term "microbody" was first applied to single membrane—

bound orgartellec in convoluted tubule cells of mouse kidney 

(!thodin 1954). It was due to the marked similarity to single 

membrane bound organelles found in animal tissues (reviewed by 

do Iklve and Baudhuin 1966) that similar bodies in plant cells 
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were called rnicrobodIe3 (rollenhauer 1966). There is much 

confusion in the literature regarding the fine structural 

characterisation of these organellea. As a result a varied 

terminology has arisen. It would seem likely that the 

organelles called pbragmoeonee (Porter and Caulfield, 1958; 

Porter and Machado 1960; !!anton 1961), lysosomea (Shnepf 

1964), lysoeome-like bodies (Bouk and. Cronchaw 1965) 9  and 

possibly some of those described in the literature pertaining 

to eiha.exoeosoe (wooding and Nortbcote 1964) are in fact 

microbodios. It is considered that only the sphaerocor2Iea, 

on the basis of their different fine structure and appearance 

when examined with the light microscope are likely to belong 

to a different class (Sorokin 19;  Sorokin 1958; Sorokin and 

Sorokin 1966). It would sees likely that microbodies are of 

considerable enzymatic importance to the cell (olezoweka and 

0ab 	l;6 	le!-rnecka 1965; do :uv ai. Lu.hii 

196() as they can now be distinguished- on the basis of their enzymes. 

The f-. ttre OL a 	ocit 	:t t.,: 	.. * ic ().'?. 

particularly constant in animal cells (Deems 1966). In many 

of the plants inveeti'ated, e.t:. aarrne satiwo, PIncoo1uc 

valarie, Avera pativa and T.Acotiana tabacum, tHc i, alco a 

common feature (Frederick at al 1968). In protoriemata the 

association is not as constant as in these cases, it would 

seem likely that the association is in the fore of vesicular 

outgrowths of the 	rather that of oistenae applied 

against the outside of the miorobody' 

Little information is available with regard to the 
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ontoonj of these 01- nel1eo. 	It h'c been, 	ootod that 

organdies resembling them have arisen as a result of the 

detachment of vesicles produced by the n•• (Frey..wyasljng  at al 

1963) 9  but the evidence in plants is rather unsubstantial since 

no unequivocal connection between the two has been seen. The 

evidence is somewhat more convincing in animal cells (flzizban et 

al 1963; ovjkoff and Shin 1964; 8ssnor 1967). 

Ooipj Boiea 

o peculiarities have bee-.n noted with rerd to the Goli 

appapatu.s which would dtotinijuich them fros other plant Cells 

The Oo]i bodies generally consist of a stack of about five 

cieternae (plate 35A) from the oridc of which vesicles are 

produced. There is little evidence for the presence of a 

Preferential maturation surf ace. 

Pararal Bodies 

The term pararlural body (?arch.ant and Tobardc 1968) has 

beer ,yn1j to r Throno stems located between the p1aama-

lcra and. the cell w11. Such eyatcme have been found in blue.-

grown gametophytes after transition, in regrown material, in 

papillae, and in aporophytie tiasue. They are only occasionally 

encountered in blue—Crown protonemata. 

The simplest form of paragnural body is that of an irregular 

undulation of the pimemalemma accompanied by the presence of a 

few spherical vesiclee in the ext -p1aama1enar region (fig- 7) 
(plate 35B). A more complex form is that in which such 

vesicies are accumulated ir a porticu.1r zone accoranjed with 

an invaginatlon of the p1acma1em (plate 35c).4 more 



rig. 7, Pogib3.c mode of oDiin of eoce petmral 

bodies (pb). 

A. The r1maleim (p1) evatritee et 

localised emcee pinching off vesicles which 

cone to lie between it and the ecU wail (ow), 

Such a øonttnued pz'oceee gives rte to a 

zones exterior to the plaanaiemva in which lie 

muae,,oue vesicles. This produces an 

int,,wton of the pleacalenna into the cyto 

planc (es). 

Further thtmueion nay result in a large 

body oomnected to the menainder of the plasma.. 

lemma by a stalk. 
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advanced stage in the foriiation of tree bodies is mrkcci br a 

prominant invagination at a particular zone of the wall. In 

this, spherical vesicles, tubules and occasionally fibrous 

elements are present (plate 36). This type has been seen to 

form intrusions, up to l.i in diameter, which completely 

occlude the peripheral cytoplasm, the body being bounded only 

by the tonoplast and plasmalomma. Paramural bodies of this 

type, although usually sphe'ica1, are not conoistantly so, 

since various irregular profiles have been noted (plate 37k and. 

B). In all cases the matrix is electron transparent, 

resembling the inner layer of the wall. 

The structures described are similar to thoce previously 

described as loriosomes (oriacha and Shaw 1964)  or charasomos 

(Barton 1965). Various mechanisms for the incorporation of 

vesicles into the extra.-plaainalemmar space have been postulated. 

It has been suggested that they are taken as a result of reverse 

pynocytosia (Bisalputra 1967) and cuch would seem to be the case 

in protonemata since it to often possible to see portions of 

plasrnalemina in which cytoplasm filled evainations are present 

(plate 37C). Such evainattons can occasionally be soon to be 

com'ccted ti the rest of the cytoplasm by only a short neck* 

it is conceivable that such a portion of cytoplasm could be 

trapped by the fusion of the opposing membranes. Other 

mechanisms could, of course, be present but evidence of these 

has not been seen. 

Plastids 

The plastids are typically elliptical, generally measuring 
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about 5 	Thc irra1 r nisatiar to a conciciorablo 

extort, rrle tLt wiich ic thought typical of higher 

plants, i.e, a well ordered arraneement of grana, connected by 

intergrazml lamellae running in the long axis of the plastid. 

The morphology differs, however, in that the thylakoidal 

arrangement tends to be rather loose (plate 38), somewhat 

resembling the "honeycomb" structure of Isoeto (Paollilo 1962). 

The grana are variable in size, ranging from two to a dozen or 

more thylakoids. Strict eegroatton of(,Vans, is not maintained*  

Numerous oases have been observed in which adjacent ca are 

overlapping (plate 39). There to a high frequency of inter-

ranal connections across the abort axis of the Plastids. In 

sections out at right angles to the thylakoids it can be seen 

that the entire lamellar system is interconnected. From 

sections out in the plane of the tliylakoido it can be seen that 

the grana are dine shaped (plate 40) and that the tnter(mnal 

thylakoids are lamellar and not tubular as has been uestod 

for ooic cobors of the PteridopIrrta (Paollilo 1962). 

The preece of starch cTainn, as confirmed by a positive 

test with Ki, is a prominent feature in most sections. 'These 

are generally elliptical and may measure up to lu in length. 

Their presence adds to the "1008e" appearance of the membranouc 

structures. The ultrastructure of the grains is somewhat 

variable, possibly depending on the exact fizcttion conditions 

uad. The usual appearance is that of an electron dense core 

surrounded by a region of electron transparency. Whether the 

clear zone is an integral part of the grain or has resulted from 
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shrinkage is not known. 

It has been reported that when !;elmanella jerovn in 

conditions of low light, is transferred to those of high light 

intensity there is a change from an internal organisation with 

a. few distorted grana to that in which there are many graria 

orientated along the long axis of the plastid (Gerols et al 

1960). It was considered that a change from a low light 

intensity (100 ln,fecj.ft.) to a higher (700 la/eq.ft.) MiCht 

possibly induce a change in the thylakoidal arrangement in 

protonemata of D. borrori, No such change was observed, and 

the structure described to thus thought to be normal for those 

protonemata. 

For comparative purposes the structures of ohioroplasts 

from the gasetoph3rte of tieuocta stitbiopterte, the 

eporophyte of D. boreri ard the sporophyte of Bloohnum op. 

were examined.. Those of .. truthiopteri have suotrnttally 

the same structure as D. borreri (Plate 41). There is little 

evidence of poorly defined granall as seen by Gantt and Amott 

(1965). The fixative used in this investigation was gluta 

aid.ohyd.e/osmium whereas that used by Gantt and Arnett was 

KMnO4. The difference is somewhat surprising in that the gross 

structure of membranes using the two fixatives generally differs 

little. The oyi3.y difference that can be detected between the 

two species in this investigation is that the grans, of 

.. truthiopterta appear to be more distinctly sepircted than 

in D. borreri. 

1.ct1.c from the ririnae of the sporophrtc of 1). borreri 
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a considerable degree of separation between the grana 

(plate 42). The gmna, which are disc-like, show little 

tand.encj t4o overlap. In addition they are smaller in 

diameter than those of the garnet oiyte, measuring about 400mu 

compared with about 550 W. In the plastide examined there 

were more onu&iophilio droplets (plastoglobuli) than in 

gwnotophytes grown at 100 1. /sq. ft. but a similar number to 

those at the higher intensity. 

Those plastids of sporopbyttc tissue of Ilechnuri which 

have been examined exhibit a similar morphology to those of 

.. borrori with regard to the distribution of the thylakoida 

(plate 43). Osmiophilic droplets are again evidenib. The 

plastids ore, in general, smaller than those of P. borrri 

mosuring about 4z compared with u. 

ibocomcg 

Ribosomes occur in the locations usual in plant cells. 

They may be bound to the E.R,, but are more usually to be found 

free in the cytoplasm. The most common configuration is that 

of a short polysorne containing five or six ribonomes, although 

greater lengths consisting of as many an twenty rib000mes have 

been noted (plate 44A). These latter may occur an chains, 

spirals or helices. 

They may be found in mitochondria (plate 44D). In this 

situation they are somewhat smaller than those in the surround-

ing cytoplasm (about 1Osi compared with 16). They are found 

only in the monoeoidc form. Flastide possess ribocomes in the 

stroma of the sane order of iaiitude an those in citochondria 
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(plate 45A). Their number per unit area is generally 

considerably greater than in the former case, but this varies 

greatly between plastids. The majority are to be found only 

in the monosomic configuration, but a few instances uetive 

of short chains have been seen. Iibosomes may also be 

attached to the outer membrane of the nuclear envelope (plto 

4 

Plasmode smeta 

Plasmodesmata are present between all cellular types. 

Their diameter is in the range 70 80u which is somewhat 

greater than that found in most other tissues (Thivat 1957; 

Lopezi.Saez et al 1966). In transverse section they arc seen 

to be bounded by an 80A unit membrane (plate 46A). In the 

centre is a core with a diameter of 180A. In come sections 

there is a suggestion that it mitt be possible to resolve this 

into a tube. 

In longitudinal section it is occasionally possible to 

deccern a rod—like structure passing through the centre of the 

plasmodesma (plate 46A and B). No structure can be discerned 

within it. In some cases the plaemalea passes over the endu 

of the plasmodesmal canal, whereas in others it invagiriates and 

apparently lines it (plate 461)). In 'view of the fact that a 

unit membrane is always seen in transverse section, it would 

seem that it does, in fact, line it. Sections such as seen in 

plate 46B and C may be taken at the edge of the plasmodesca 

before the plasmalemma has inyagtnated (fig. 8). 

In eporogenous tissue of the sporophyte a different 
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p1asodeeml strt.cte has been observed (plate 47). These 

are of the srne reorai dimensions of those described above 

but no internal core has beer, observed nor have any canoe of 

the plassalemma passing; over the ends of the canal. In 

several instances the middle lamella has been seen traversing 

the canal. In this instance they may on occasion resemble 

pits (Said and Ikiachado 1968). 	:.r. can often be seen lying 

alongside the plaamalemma, and outgrowthe of it entering the 

plasmodesma (plate 4713, fig. 8). A few instances have been 

observed in which portions of M.R. like material completely 

traverse the eel]. wall. However, no direct connection with 

cytoplasmic L', has been noted. 

Whether an F.R. continuity is maintained between coils 

has long been a matter of controversy which is still unresolved. 

Various workers have suggested that some kind of continuity does 

exist, but it is t clear whether this can act as an active 

transport mechanism (trugger 1957;  Duvat 1957; Whaley et a]. 

1960; Porter and Machado 1960; Lopez—saez et al 1966).  It 

is seldom that an unequivocal connection between cyto1asmio 

and that postulated to be passing through the cell well can 

be demonstrated. 

In gametophytic tissue it seems unlikely that such a state 

exists in that the canal is blocked by some kind of core. In 

a fine structural analysis of willow, Eobards (1965a, 1965b) has 

shown that they are lined, with a membranous layer continuous 

with the plasmalemma. Inside this is a "desmotubule" of a 

size compatable with that of sicrotubulee. In the centre is a 
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rod attached to the tubule by fibres. This model apre to 

fit most descriptions of the ultractructure of plaamodee!naja 

even if the exact fine structural description of the central 

Zone differs. It is unlikely that the 'deBotubule" is a 

portion of .P. trapped during cell plate formation since, as 

Robertson (1964) points out its dimensions are not compatible 

with those through which a unit membrane in the form of a 

bimolecular leaflet could pass. 

The cage of the plasmodesmata traversing the coil walls of 

sporogen(Due tissue is somewhat different from that outlined 

above ill  that there is apparently no internal restriction, 

The apace available is sufficient to allow the passage of 	. 

This does not necessarily indicate that there is an interchange 

of material between adjacent cells. However, the presence of 

an apparent outgrowth of 1.P, into a plasinodesma dose indicate 

that it was trobably not trapped there during cell plate 

formation. 

Vicrotubules 

Wring most of filamentous growth few microtubules have 

been seen. This is not considered to be due to inadequate 

fixation since they are readily visible in the rhizoids (øcct. 

I). 	1.1ten observed (plate 35B)they correspond to the descrip- 

tion of those originally noted by Ledbetter and Porter (1963), 

i.e. tubular structures with a diameter of about 250A. 

ore Coat 

Due to its considerable thickness the spore coat is a 

difficult object Co examine in detail with the electron nicro— 
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Section III 

Changes in the Fine structure of Cblorocyteø 

Xiing Protoneiiatal Develoent 

Introduction 

The protonemata develop by repeated divisions of the 

apical cell followed by the expansion of the cello out off 

behind it. The filaments thus present a sequence from young to 

old cells along their length, i4ith the light microscope the 

cells are seen to lose their perinucloar aggregation, become 

more vacuolated and expand as they develop into mature 

ohiorocytes. An electron ricroecope study will reveal any 

ultractructural changes taking place in the ch].orooytee as they 

expend, or in the apical cell as the filament grows. 

In white light, a change in the direction and distribution 

of cell division and expansion results in the transition to a 

two &tmeneional protballue. In red light this transition is 

prevented, although both light effects are reversible. An 

electron microscope study of filaments during transition in 

white light, extended growth in red, and after white/red, or 

rocltvhite reversal, should reveal any significant features of 

fine ctnzcture associated with the critical developmental stage 

of transition. 

Chanjen chiring filenontouc growth 

The changes in ultractructure detectable by comparing cells 

of increasing age along a filament are basically similar to those 

which occur in a single cell, e.g, a basal cell, while the 

protoneina grows from a unicellular state to that of a filament 
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containing fully vacuolato coils. In both caces the change 

in structure or organisation is due to a difference in the age 

of the calla being examined, i.e. each coil behaves in a similar 

manner after being cut off. Since the changes taking place 

during filanontal development are somewhat more obvious ad 

more easily observable than those along the filament those shall 

be described first. 

i 	Changes in a basal cll with develomeut 

Although two ao(ytotrtc divisions tate place within the 

basal cell, the overall structural changes taking place within 

it are similar to those in other cello. When the protonema is 

at an early unicellular stage (i.e. just after the rupture of 

the spore coat) it contains numerous fat bodies which take up 

most of the volume of the coil (plate 49). Chioroplasta, which, 

oven at this stage, are mature, i.e. containing a well organised 

array of gre.na  and stroina thyiskoids are present largely in the 

peripheral zone with only a fey scattered through the remainder 

of the cytoplasm. In the remaining "free" cytoplasm other 

organelles such as mitochondria and uiicrobodies can be detected. 

Even at this stage small vacuoles are present between the fat 

bodies, largely in a peripheral region. These increase in 

size and coelosce, eventually surrounding the central cyto—

plasmic aggregation. It is not known bow these vacuoles 

originate. Since Colgi bodies and E.! • are not frecjuent, it 

seems unlikely that vacuoles arise from these. 

Once division has taken place giving rise to a two celled 

filament, the fat bodies in the basal cell (P1), and to a lesser 
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extent in the pooterioc rogi2, r, of the apical cell (i.e. in the 

zone away from the cytoplasmic aggregation) begin to be 

digested (plate 50). This is evident from the zone of electron 

transparency surrounding a central area whose opacity is 

similar to that of the original fat body and to apparently 

undigested bodies in other regions. This process continues in 

the banal coil until the fat bodies eventually disappear. 

It may be Pertinent to note at this point that on division 

to form a two celled, filament, the oytoplarnic aggregation in 

the tip cell is green due to the surrounding chloroplaeth and 

it remains so during subsequent divigione. That in the basal 

coil, although initially green, rapidly loses its ohioroplants 

and becomes highly refractile. By the time that digestion is 

complete, the cell is fully vacuolate and the cytoplasm entirely 

periphoral. (plate 51) Once vacuolation has ceased, it has 

been noted that raicrobodjes which were initially frequently 

observed, are seldom seen. This may merely be a result of their 

having been dispersed throughout the cell as it expanded. It 

may, however, be that they are associated with actively dividing 

cells and that when a cell is no longer in such a state, the 

microbodies, together with the fat bodies, break down. 

ii Chsies alone the filament with devloipcont 

A gradation from the tip to the basal region of a fully 

grown filamnent with regard to the cellular contents can be 

detected. The tip cell is generally  largely noni-vacuolate 

(Plato 52). There are always vcuo1es present, but these do 

not occupy the sane proportion of the cell volue as in more 

posterior cells, Pat bodies are numerous and generally do not 

show signs of degradation. In the cell immediately posterior 
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to it (pit), the situation is somewhat eiilrr, prticularly 

immediately after division. As the cell expands, however, the 

cytoplasmic aggregation disperses and the cytoplasm becomes 

completely peripheral. In the cells posterior to this, this 

process has generally been completed and the only difference 

that can be detected is a slight narrowing of the cytoplasmic 

layer due to the continued expansion of these cells. 

iii Changes in the apical cell with deøloipnt 

Apart from the increased proportion of cytoplasm noted 

above, there is little difference in fine structure in the tip 

cells which differentiate them from those more posterior. 

There dog  however, occasionally appear to be more microtubuioe 

in the anterior region of these cells, but this is not a 

consistent feature. Indeed the filaments are somewhat unusual 

in their apparent lack of these structures in the cell wall 

region. As far as can be determined no changes take place in 

the tip cell during the growth of the protonetna as far as 

transition. 

Changes with Transition 

i) Formal ¶renettion 

As las been noted, when a filament undergoes a type I 

transition fat bodies appear in Pitt and a cytoplasmic aggre-

ation is formed. Thereafter a division takes place at right 

angles to the filament initiating the formation of the thalloid 

prothallus. The fine structure of the aggregation is no 

difforent from that which has been previously described. 

however, a group of microtubuies mid way along the lateral wails 
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has occasionally been noted (plate 53). Thae to the difficu1t 

joe involved in 5ectionin this particular ce]l at a stage at 

which it is about to or is actively undergoing division, it has 

not been determined whether this is a conoistant feature. 

Transition gives rise to a prothallus which largely 

contains fully vacuolate cells. The fine structure of their 

cytoplasm differs little from that of protonematal cells 

(plate 54). They generally differ, howovcr,with regard to the 

structure of their coil walls. In general, these are more 

distinctly demarcated into two regions the inner clear, and 

the cuter dark and fibrillar. In addition pararzra1 bodies 

are more coimon, particularly tIne complex type, containing 

tubules and vesicles, joined to the wall by a neck (plate 543). 

ii) Red Grown Filaments 

As has been noted, protonemata grown in red light have very 

elongate cells. Apart from the anterior region of the tip 

coil, they are fully icuolato. Those regions other than the 

tip show few differences from Similarly situated cells grown in 

white light. 	3ucb regions, apart from chioroplasts are relat— 

ively free of organelles. With the light microscope, however, 

it has been ohrvd that the chloroplasto are smaller than 

those observed in iihite or blue grom filnent, soasuring about 

5 X 3u as compared with 6 X 3u (plate 55). This is in agree. 

Mont with Bergfeld'c (1963) obecrvatiorir on red grown proto—

riemata. 

In general, the cytoplasm of the apical region is more 

diffuse than that of a comparable Zone in white light, ic. the 
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number of ribosomes per unit area ic bce, about 65 ribosomos 

per,u as compared with about 80 in blue, and the organelles 

tend to be more scattered (plates 56 and 57). 1ihereaa in 

white light fat bodies are generally packed closely together, 

in rod they are more distinct, not tending to fuse with one 

another to the same extent. In addition, there are more 

cistornae of 	particularly in the region of the cell wall, 

where they tend to lie in sheets, parallel with the wail (plate 

58A). Paramural bodie s  particularly of the simple type and 

occaSionally of the more complex form, are often encountered 

(plate 580, An extensive array of a filiform..liko apparatus 

has often been soon bounding the vacuole in the region of the 

cell adjacent to the cytoplasmic aregatiOn (plate 59), 

This is of a similar nature and location to that noted in 

rhizoide. In this easel  however, it is more extensive. The 

fact that this system in only encountered in rapidly elongating 

coils suggests that it may, in some manner, be associated with 

the process of elongation. 

iii) !e.d—Blue Povrmal 

On illumination with blue light, red grown filaments, 

after a short lag period, swell at the tip and assume a typical 

blue—type morpholo. The most noticeable fine structural 

changes take place within the plastids. After about one hour'r 

illumination with blue light rourhLy circular arrays of tubules 

appear between the grans in the region of the tbylakoida (plate 

60), These arrays are composed of a complex arrangement of 

apparently anastomoning tubules (plate 61). Due to their 
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similarity to prolanellar bodies they have been called pseudo.. 

px'olamollar bodies (p.p.b.). This view is strengthened by 

the fact that they are invariably found in association with 

the thylakoids and instances have been observed in which 

membranes are apparently emanating from them (plaice 60 and. 61). 

These bodies are email compared with the classical prolamollar 

body, never measuring more than 200 up in diameter. Their 

morpboloy appears to be constant no matter ir, what direction 

the plastid is sectioned (plate 62). Although it would be 

necessary to out serial sections to determine the number of 

p. p.b.s per plastid it is considered that unlike etioplasts 

they nay be numerous (plate 63). In any section it is common 

to find plastids with two p.p,b,ri, and further sections of any 

plastid reveal more (plate 64). Sections of chioroplasts 

examined five hours after reversal do not contain the bodies. 

Circular bodies measuring about 200 ti in diameter appear 

and disappear at about the sane time as p, p.b. a (plato 65), and 

are also associated with the thylakoido which can clearly be 

seen penetrating then. From a purely morphological aspect 

they resemble protein or fat bodies and it may be that they 

contain one or both those materials. 

After about five hours exposure the oytoplast contains 

email amounts of smooth F.P. ocurring in short lengths. 

Changes also take place in the rough :•p, in that it appears to 

undergo a degree of differentiation. Cases have been noted in 

which a strand of E.R. has swollen at the tip forming a 

vacuole.-like protruberorice (plate 66). Although the rent of 
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the 	is rou b', the proti1:ronce i onootb faced. 	uch a 

protuberance is reminiscent of that seen by Larson (1965) in 

germinating pollen. 

iv) Blueed ever 

A longer time is required I o. 	change to the alternate 

growth form alter this reversal and changes in ultrastructiire 

during it are not as marked. There is a general increase in 

the number of vesicles present in the cytoplasm (plate 67A) 

and this is apparently correlated with a corresponding increase 

in the number of Goigi bodies. Within the first 24 hours 

ribosomes also increase in number and are particularly 

predosinant in the short polysomal fOTS consisting of eight to 

twelve ribosomes (plate 6713). 	.i. also increases in quantity 

notably in the region of the cell wall where it can often be 

seen as cx anastomosing network. fle detectable changes can be 

seen with regard to the fine structure of the plastids. 
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Scotian  

Organelle -ol,,-tjprr,,,j.jpc 	eylicaion 

Introduction  

In any actively metabolising systern it is considered 

necessary that there be some intracellular organisation 

controlling the distribution and utilisation of the products 

of biochemical reactions. With this in mind protonenatal 

cells have been examined to determine whether any structural 

relationship could be detected between the cytoplasmic 

organelles. It was imagined that such a relationship would 

take tho form of a close association such as that which has 

been noted between plastids anr1.. ,.1':. it; poller. tubes (Jensen 

1964). it was realised, however, that any cytoplasmic 

organisation need not be one which could be seen by the 

techniques used in preparation for electron microscopy. 

In a growing system such as that of the protonotm, it is 

evident that there wast be a means whereby ti o nol1 e 

maintain their numbers throughout a series o suoociirc 

cellular divisions. It is obvious that the study of certain 

of these is of more immediate interest and simpler to invest-. 

igate. In this work the replication and possible orine of 

p.lastido have been studied. Such a field is, of course, one 

of considerable controverny in that radically differing 

theories of plastid origin are still to be found in the liter.. 

attire. 

Oazielle Associations 

It ic considered that an association exists between two 
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organelles when a close spatial relationship often exicte 

between them. Such a relationship has been noted between 

the :.E. and the chioroplacts (plates 60 and 64) of the proto. 

nerasta. The most ooraraon configuration 'which has been seen is 

that in which two or three cisternae closely follow the contours 

of the c lo'oplaat envelope (plate 78). Such elements have 

a1ays been found to be separated from the envelope by a 

distance of about 2Oii, Ro complete sheath such as that 

surrounding the plastids in resin canal cells (wooding and 

)Iorthooto 1965)  and in certain algae (Gibbs 1962)  has been coon. 

That this is, in fact, an association and not a chance ocoui' 

ance is indicated by the frequency with which it has been 

observed and by the fact that other organelles,  such as mito-

chondria and fat bodies do not possess it. In addition, in 

cytoplasm in which the organelles are well separated from one 

another, such as in red grown cells, the association is still 

found (of. Sect. III). 

The relationship has been found in all cells which have 

been examined and in all cases, except the x'hizoid, the E.F. 

has ribosomos on both surfaces. In the rhizoid ribosomes are 

only found on the external surface (plate 17). 

As was noted in section II it would seem that there is 

reasonable evidence that microbodios are associated with 

elements of E.R. (plate 34).  This relationship takes the form 

of a vesicular outgrowth of a cietexzuu applied to the bounding 

membrane of an invagination in the mi.crobody. There is no 

evidence in this case for direct continuity between the bounding 
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membranes of the two organellon. 

Another ease of what may be regarded as a relationship 

between two membranous constituents is that which exists 

between the tonoplast and the filiform.like apparatus (of. 

sect. II). This situation is somewhat different from those 

described above in that there is no strict demarcation between 

the two sets of raeiabranae. As a result it is not clear 

whether the filifoim aparatua is contiguous with the tono.. 

plast or merely closely eppreesed to it. However, the fact 

that it is always to be found in close proximity to it does 

il1Lioato that there is a close relationship between those two 

membrane types. 

Under certain circumstances, an association exists between 

the vacuoles and the Golgi and the L • T, Vacuoloi4ike bodies 

apparently produced from the oistexme of Golgi bodies have been 

seen in rhinoids (of. sect. II and plate ii). Similarly, 

durin( red—blue reversal, protruberences in 	similar to 

vacuoles have been observed (of. sect. III and plate 66). 

Since it is likely that vacuoles may be produced from these two 

sources it is reasonable to state that a relationship exists 

between them even if the structural association is not 

permanent. 

Similarly it would seem likely that paramiral bodies are 

associated with the plasmalemma since the vesicles found between 

it and the cell wall may be derived from it (cf. sect. II and 

Plates 35 and. 36). In addition, although it has not been shown 

that vesicles derived from the Golgi apparatus pace through the 
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plasmalemma, it is possible that they do so, cmos large 

numbers can be found in the vicinity of the cell wall, and 

since this has been demonstrated in other plant material 

(ortheote srcl Pickett—Heaps 1966). 

Oiganc1le Connections  

In addition to the associations between organdies noted 

above, more intimate relationships have been found to exist in 

the form of physical connections. 

The most frequently encountered of these, in common with 

other plant and animal colic is that involving the ribosomos 

and 	. This requires no further elaboration. Another 

commonly encountered physical union is that which axiote between 

the nuclear envelope and the I,}t. (of, section II and plate 23). 

In the view of various workers the nuclear envelope is a 

specialised portion of .R. If this is the case it is likely 

that a relationship exists between the nuclear contents and the 

.3ince the nucleopisem is in contact with the envelope 

and molecules pass through it, it is considered justifiable to 

list this as a direct associaii.on. 

On a few occasions a direct connection has been seen 

between what resembles E.P. and the outer membrane of the 

chioroplast envelope (plates 68 and 69). The cisternun to 

which the envelope is connected is generally short and does not 

bear any ribosomes. A connection of this type has been seen 

in which the connecting membrane has formed a pile of cisternse 

reminiscent of that of the Golgi (plate 69B). Wo further 

comment can be made about this in view of the infrequency of 
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such an observation. A connection has also been seer in 

cello from the apex of the shoot of pea (plate 70). In this 

case, although doubt may be raised as to whether a physical 

connection has been made, there seems to be little doubt that 

LR. is involved since in this material T.R. is the only 

membranous system that has adequate contrast. 

It is considered that connections of this nature are un—

likely to be due to the action of the fixative causing the 

breakdown, and apparent fusion of opposing membranes since 

they are infrequently seen, If the fixative procedures were 

causing membrane dissolution it would be expected, since the 

and the chioroplast envelope are frequently in close 

apposition, that such unions would occur more often. In 

addition since standard fixation and embedding techniques were 

used it is unlikely that they would have such an effect on 

these cello and not of those of other tissues in which close 

apposition between Mo and plastids have been found. 

In addition to fusion between the ebloroplast envelope and 

the 1.T., infrequent cases of fusion with the plasinalemna have 

been noted (plate 71). A similar arz nt with retard to 

fixation artifacts may be applied in this case, particularly 

in view of the fact that other portions of the same chloroplact 

envelope may be closely applied to the planmalemma and yet not 

fused with it. 

Organello eplication 

The ohioroplast is the only organelle whose replication 

has been studied in detail. Although it is possible to draw 
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some conclusions about the relative nucibere of other organdies 

during jxrotonematal development, it is difficult to obtain 

quantitative data on their number. This is largely due to 

the difficulty in resolving organdies, such as mitochondria, 

with the libt microscope. Although an estimate of numbers 

can be made from electron micrographs, minor increases or 

decreases would not be detectable. Since chioroplasts can 

easily be seen with the light microscope and can be extracted 

from the cells and thus absolute numbers counted, they are 

useful objects for such a study. 

Cbloroplaet iumber 

In order that the changes in total claloroplast numbers 

with protonematal development might be investigated, they were 

extracted by the method described previously, and counted* 

rrom fig. 9 it can be seen that the cblox'oplaet number 

inrotr: linearly with time and that the time required for a 

doubling in population size in red light and 22.50C  is about 

3.5 days. It can be seen that the rate of cbloropia.t 

replication closely parallels that of cell divieioi. This is 

reflected in the average number per cell whic, tour-Lout the 

growth period. (9 days) remained constant. This feature is 

further demonstrated when protonemata are grown at different 

- temperatures (fig. 10). 	when grown at 250C  and  17950C  the 

average chioroplact number per cell remains constant. In 

addition, thin feature is independent of the wavelength of the 

incidental light. Although difficulty was encountered in 

counting the chioroplasts it is evident that a similar situ.- 
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P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 AV. 	ITo/ccll  

172 137 166 112 226 161 70 

117 240  131 222 153 172 71 

98 252 123 187 166 173 90 
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ation exists when protonemata are grown in blue ]iht (fig. 11). 

To determine whether the tncreaee in ebloroplact numbers 

was associated with particular cells an attempt was made to 

Count the number contained in each of the filamental cells and 

observe the changes occuring with time. Although it is 

considered that accurate counts were obtained for cells of a 

particular age, it was not possible to obtain consistent counts 

between filaments. Variations of as much as 100% were found to 

exist for similar colic (fig, 12). such counts are considered 

to be a true reflection of the numbers existing in cells along 

the length of filaments. Unfortunately, however, with such 

data it is not possible to draw any conclusions as to whether 

there is a gradation in cbloropic.st  numbers along a filament, 

ropl,ttd3 

Proplastide are defined as the initials from which mature 

plastids arise. Those are generally in the form of small 

double membrane bound vesicles, often with an invaginatton of 

the inner membrane which is considered to be a thylakoid 

precursor. 

The meristematic tissue of higher plants is characterised 

by the presence of proplatidG. It might, therefore, have 

been expected that in the  region of the apical cell and possibly 

in other dividing cells, that plastids of this type might have 

been found* However, only mature cblorop].asta of the type 

previously described are present, both in prototemata and 

mature prothalli. Sporopbytio tissue which has been examined 

has revealed the presence of proplas tide in the apical meristem 
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and in developing aporocytee (plate 72). 

It was considered possible that proplastids might arise 

in a region Net posterior to the apical notch of the mature 

prothallus during apogaous sporophyte initiation from this 

regi or. • An examination did not, however, reveal their 

presence, 

Chioroplast Diviatan 

Litt Nicroscozz 

With the light ioroscope it to possible to dtottn.uioh 

plactids with differing morphologies (plate 73), For ease of 

identification and classification they have been dtvtdE,c1 into 

four classes. Type I are circular with a diameter of about 

4i. Type IT, are elongate, measuring about 6u in the long axis 

and u in the short. Type III are dun ll shaped with 

dimensions similar to those of type II. Typo IV are circular 

with a diwneter of about n. Type IV can often be distinishod 

from typo I in that they tend to ocour in pairs. This is 

particularly true if they are present in a cytoplasmic strand. 

There is, however, a gradation between the two and it is not 

always possible to distinguish between them. 

It is considered that the diinbell shaped type III to that 

star e at which the chioroplasts are undergoing fission (fig. 13). 

Such a morphology has been seen on numerous occasions in other 

plant tissues (Kiyohora 1920;  Meyer  1920;  Reinhard 1933; 

Etiøoi and ICawasuki 1956; Lance 1956; Yoteuyenagi and 

ierrior 1965; Von ettetein  1959).  In these oases it has 

also been taken to represent a division stage. However, 
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evidence that this is, in fact, divir3ion can only be satisfact.-

only obtained from photographs taken during the fission cycle, 

preferably accompanied by evidence of an increase in cbloro- 

plast number. ICiyohora 1920; lCusonoki 1956; Green  1964; 

Poasinglzaan and Saurer 1969 have demonstrated an increase in 

numbers  but only Green (1964), using cinowioroscopic techniques, 

has shown &V correlation with a particular morphology as 

described above. It can be demonstrated that chioroplast 

numbers in the protonemata increa.ae (see above). Using aims.. 

microscopy it has been shown that a type III chioroplast 

divides as a result of progressive invagination to form two 

daughter plactids (plate 74). 

Type III plastids have been found in all types of tissue 

from D. Jprreri which have been examined. In protoneznatal 

cells, a frequency as high as 8% in individual cells has been 

recorded. In mature prothallial tissue a value of 3. ,  has been 

obtained nd in young oporoph.ytio tissue a value of 2. 

It was initially hoped that it would be possible to doter—

mine whether there was any change in the frequency of plastid 

types with the developmental state of the coils or with changes 

in the environmental conditions. However, similar difficulties 

were encountered as were found when attempting to obtain counts 

Of chioroplast numbers in individual coils. In addition, since 

it was not feasible to extract the ohioropiacta from the cells 

without a change in morpbo1or, those plastids in the cyto. 

plasmic accumulation around the nucleus In the tip region had to 

be largely ignored. 
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Electron 1icroscopy 

1) Fission profiles 

;ith the electron microscope configurations compatible 

with thoc owcn with the light microscope have been observed. 

The most coron dumell shaped type is that in which a ohioro.'. 

plast has a constriction mid—way along the long axis apparently 

cutting across the thylakoids which are orientated in that 

plane (plates 75 and 76). That division takes place appears 

to be confirmed by the appearance of ohioroplasts in which the 

daughters are entirely separated from one another, but still 

contained within a common envelope (plate 77). This opinion 

is backed up by the occasional appearance of obloroplaste lyin" 

adjacent to one another in which a similar granal arrangement, 

towards the exterior, exists (plate 78). In such cases it is 

often possible to trace where the membranes would have connected 

in the original organelle, 

ii) Otlir profile types 

Other oorfiuratione have been noted in protonematal cells 

in which the tbylakoith3 have been separated into two groups but 

remain within the original chioroplast envelope. These may be 

divided into two types. In the first, the chioroplast is 

divided into two by an inyaginatton of the envelope in such a 

way that a complete baffle is formed (plate 79). The entire 

plastid has a more spherical outline than ir general for normal 

obloroplasts and the two entities resemble the more usual type. 

Sections normal to the thylakoids of mature chioroplasts 

generally reveal that the membranes are orientated in such a 
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manner that they point to oposite ends of the plastid. These 

regions may be termed the poles. 	ach daughter plastid in a 

cb1orop1at divided 'by a baffle has two poles. A micrograph 

has been obtained in which an invatnation of the inner membrane 

of the cbloroplast envelope is present but does not extend 

acDoss the entire chioroplast (plate 80). This may possibly 

be indicative of the mode of membrane growth. 

The second type of oonfigtration is that in which. the two 

groups of thylakoide are not separated by a baffle (plates 81 

to 83). They are generally not as spherical as the first type 

but are more so than typical ebloroplasta. In general the two 

aenbrenous zones are separated by an area in which they are not 

present. Leneral13r the thyikoias lie iii , soiiewhat oij±i u 

or: emtiofl .flCL ech hit' nea not be r a d1icG relt ions hip 

o 	ohr unlike those pliue pari.ioneo uy a ua.Lfle. 



Fig. 14. Reprentation of various ch1orop1ct 

moiThologies posaib14 involved i divi at on. 

J. Ch1orp1t with i iediii con ictiori. 

The thylakoicl3 peoc tbrauh the constriction, 

13, Ch101-op1rt containing baffle part.. 

itioning the oi'ganelle in two. 

C, Cblorop1t with Qr3.koidAl separation 

but no bff1e. 
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Discussion 

General Cellular Characteristics 

It will be clear from the description of organelles 

(section II) that their general ultraatxuotural characteristics 

bear a considerable resemblance to that which is thought 

characteristic of higher plants, There are several observ-

ations which have not been reported for members of the aaigio-.. 

Sperms* floever, these are not characters which would be 

considered to be characteristic of a particular group. 

Similar differences in fine structure are to be found within any 

large group. 

From a general point of view many of the organelles can be 

disregarded as not being indicative of the evolutionary position 

of a group of plants. For example the basic structure of 

mitochondria, golgi bodies and nuclei is similar throughout the 

plant kingdom* Many variations do, of course, exist but these 

are not thought to be characteristic of any particular group, 

tore often they can bo associated. with a particular environment 

or function. The Plastid is considered to be the only reliable 

organelle indicative of evolutionary statue. A progression 

from a simple lamellate structure in the green algae to that of 

a system of grena interconnected by simple thylakoids in the 

antosnerma. As has been notadq  the thylakoids in the chioro-. 

plac is of the gametophyte of D. borreri are arranged in a loose 

system of grena, the distinction between which is often not very 

great. The organisation within those of the eporophyte is 

somewhat greater, resembling to a higher degree that which is 
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typical of aiooperro. 	Pein a leptooperangiate fern and thus 

one of the more highly evolved members of the Pteridophy'tos, it 

might be oxpocted that its position would be revealed in its fine 

structure. A lower member of the group such as Isontes has a 

very much more poorly defined structure (Paoliflo 1962). The 

tylkoida intermesh forming small gra*ia, but there is little 

resemblance of the ordered structure typical of higher orders. 

Although sufficient work has not been dons on the ultra—

structure of the plastida of the Pteridonhytes, it would sees 

possible that there is gradation in the differentiation of the 

thylakoide from such plants as Isootes to those of Zoptc. 

The obloroplaste of the lower members are more similar to those 

of the algae and bryophytes then are those of the higher. 

Thus from the point of view of their chioroplaste, the 

Pteridopbytee are indeed an intermediate group, resembling the 

lower plants in the lower members, and the higher plants at the 

other and of the scale* 

However this is not to osy that all resemblance with lower 

plants is loot from D.borrer. The features of a cytoplasmic 

aggregation around the nucleus during cell division and the 

association between the ,P, and chioroplaste are thought to bo 

more typical of niante such as the green algae than the angio—

sperms. The significance of these features will be discueod 

later (p. 98). 

It is clear that an,  ultrastructural study of dovelopr-ent 

in protonemata does not provide all the answers to questions 

concerning differentiation of the filaments. The best that 
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such a study can do is provido indications as to what processes 

are involved. It requires to be accompanied by experimental 

data. This is particularly true of the processes involved 

during transition and work has been carried out in this sphere 

(Dyer unabi., Burns and Ingle 1968 9  Mobr 1956 etc.). During 

this developmental phase little change has been observed with 

regard to the details of fine structure. A group of micro-

tubules have been ssri in opposing lateral wails of the cell 

three back frog the t& (Ptii). Such a grouping is similar to 

that described by Pickett-.Reaps and Northoote (19666, b) in the 

tiorata1 complex of wheat leaves. However, if what have been 

oi:ervcd. in rrotonemata are preprophase bands they are unlikely 

to be associated with the reorientated cell division in the 

same manner as was originally suggested for wheat. A000rdiig 

to the original view of PiokettReapø and Northoote (1966a, b) 

the preprophase band of r4crotubulea run in the plane of the 

future spindle. Since the division giving rise to two dimens-

ional growth is longitudinal, the microtubulea seen are un-

likely to be involved. It is possible, however, that the oases 

observed have been associated vith an interstitial division in 

the transverse plane since it is not posoible to distinguish 

between the two until the cell plate has famed. 

It might have been expected that a comparison of proto-

neata grown in blue and red light would have revealed some 

cheracterietto which would have indicated what properties are 

necessary before transition to two dimensional growth can take 

place. Differences in structure have been observed b4 .it none 
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of theae can be taken to bo tiat which is responsible for the 

difference in growth pattern. 	'eatures riuch as the different 

distribution of organelles in red light and different wall 

structure are probably not the cauze of the mode of growth but 

a result of it. It would soon possible that both red and blue 

light interact with a pigment system probably acting through the 

tip cell. Thus, in red light an interaction With pigment would 

take place which would subsequently exert its effect on cellular 

organisation oiusing an extending cellular system, incapable of 

transition, to be fornod.. 	3uch a process is clearly not 

permanent since reversal to the other wavelength has the effect 

of inducing the appropriate morphology in the tip cell. Celia 

posterior to it however f  retain their previous shape. 3ucb an 

observation strer6lhwa the suggestion that light reactions exert 

their effect on tip cells. 

After a change in the iravelength of the incident li,Lt 

during the growth of a filament fine structural changes Imvc been 

observed, but again it is difficult to relate any of these to 

the capacity of producing a prothallus. It is conceivable 

that plastids of a certain size with a certain amount of 

membranous material, with a certain number of ribosomea, micro-

bodies etc. are necessary before transition can take place, but 

this does not answer the question. 

?roa an examination of filatonts in blue and red light and 

other work (Dyer unpubi.) it would appear that the control of 

protonomatal development resides in the tip cell, For example 

if the tip cell is interfered with in such a way that .nnection 
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with cells posterior to it is broken, a cell or coils posterior 

to it will become merietesatto and a branch filament produced. 

It would seem likely that the tip cell has an effect, not 

only on the development of cellular characteristics, but also 

those of the orgaxieilee, particularly the plastids. 

Ti has been noted that there is a linear increase in 

chioroplast number with pro'toneData3. development which is 

related to that of cell division. This proportionality 

resulus in a COflSianu average choroplas.. number per cell fig. 9), however, 

there is coneiderablo variability between individual cells. 

That which exists between filaments say be a result of thox's 

being a difference in the number of plastids contained in 

spores. That existing between the cells of an individual 

filament would seem likely to be due to manner in which the 

obloroplasta are distributed to the daughter cello., it seems 

reasonable to expect that only approximately similar numbers 

are segregated as a result of their being partitioned by the 

cell plate. As a result of this random distribution it would 

be difficult to detect whether there is any gradient along the 

filaments without examining considerable nmberat flowever, it 

to possible to erect models characterising ideal situations* 

L Firstly if at division half the cb3.oropia.st  number is 

eegregatM into the daughter olls and if the chioroplast number 

doubles in Pi per cell cycle, at least three situations say 

exist. 1. IS chi.oroplast division occurs only in the tip call 

(Pt) and replication takes place before cell division there 

would exist a situation in which there was a constant ohioro.. 
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plast number per cell with an increase at the tip equal to about 

150% the normal complement, 

If repliwttion of the obloroplsste took place after osU 

division and division of these was limited to P1 and P11 a 

situation in which there was a constant number of chioropisets 

In the posterior cells with a smaller number (about 75% that of 

the basic complement) in ft and PU. 

If division were to take piece in all calls until a number 

approaching the basic complement was reached there would be a 

progression from a relatively high number in P1 to a low mimber 

in Pii with a statistical increase in P1 in which the number bad 

Increased prior to division. Of course, if ..ep1ication in Pt 

to* place subsequent to cell division there would be a further 

decrease in number per cell.. The elope of such a line from P1 

to P11 would depend an the number of obloroplasts present in Pt 

if this was low the slope would probably be high. ?bia, of 

course, assumes that the ra$e of ohioroplast division is high 

enough to allow the maximum number to be attained before traiss. 

ition to a protballus. 

B. If equal numbers of chioroplasts are segregated an division 

of the apical cell but 'there is no doubling during a cell cycle 

the situations described above would be altered. In 1. since 

at each subsequent division a smaller number would be dilbuted 

to the daughter cells on succeeding divisions there would exist 

a downward gradient from the base to Pit with a slight uienrd 

trend in Pt. In 2, a similar situation would exist with a 

further inoreeaad downward dip at Pt, In 3, since replication 
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would be added to the gradient alread7 imposed, the elope of 

the line from base to tip would be further accentuated. 

C, The third situation regarding the replication of cbloro 

plaste in a general sense is that in which although the chloro 

plasta complement doubles during a cell cycle, it is not 

distributed equally to the daughter cells. Tm this case there 

would boa elope from P1 to Pit in all oases but it would that 

have the effect of making it more monounced. 

It to difficult to cUettnguteh between these possibilities 

from the observations made. Division profiles have been seen 

in basal cells. U these are in fact actively undergoing 

division it would seem that I. and 2* can be ruled out, 

However, no information is available regarding the relative 

duration of a obloroplast cycle in different protononatal cells. 

It is possible that in the basal cello it to long and would thus 

add little to the existing complement. 

The presence of an approximately spherical cytoplasmic 

mass around the raicleus at about the time of division suggests 

that the ehioroplaste are segregated to the daughter cells in 

approximately equal numbers., It seems unit!tely that such a 

configuration would be divided assycetriosily. 
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h1orolct ivii: - opbo1o1.cal Cha:racterintics-

From light and cloctror, ricx0oacope  studies it han been 

demonstrated that the fully differentiated chioraplacto of the 

protonomata of D. borrori divide 	t t the phase of physical 

separation in associated witl. 	b_be11hr.ped pofilo. It in 

generally considered that divizio. ol :ature chioroplast taken 

place as a result of the progressive invagiriation of the 

obloroplant envelope at a point mid way along its long axis 

(von Wettetein 1954;  Lance 1958; Manton 19599 1960; Bouk 1962; 

Clowen and Juniper 1968; Poscingham and. Saurer 1969). It is 

assumed that after the thylakoido have been constricted, they 

rupture and the opposing envelopes tune, resulting in two 

distinct entities. However, an far as the author in aware no 

cane demonstrating tbylz4toid breakage or the progressive fusion 

of the opposing membranes has been reported. Generally little  

attempt has been made to ascertain whether the inaginattng 

membranes extend around the circumference of the obloroplanto, 

since a localised depresoton could produce a similar image such 

as has been shown by I)iere (1966).  In addition electron 

microscope studies are often not consolidated with the 

appropriate observations at the level of the light microscope. 

There ic a considerable literature regarding the presence 

Of aumb-beLlPharOd chioroplasts in plant cells (Strasburer, 

1862, 188k; stone, 1932; Faase..Frszizieket, 1956; Btnnirig, 

1957; Browerman and Chargaff, 1960;  Gross and Villairo, 1960; 

itrakoe,1960; tchae1is,  1962; Green, 1964; Shephard, 1964; 

Totnuyaziugi and Querrier, 1965). The majority of those 
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observations were made before the advent of the electron 

microscope. b!any demonstrate a fission cycle cimilaz, in 

morpho1o: to that found in D. borrerj and several have correla.. 

ted the presonoo of a thu4ll shaped configuration with that of 

an increase in chioroplast number. There have, however, been 

few Observations on the kinetics of the process of separation 

(Green 1964). If the general process of division of mature 

chioroplasta in that of fission then it would have boon 

expected that dumbell shaped configurations corresponding to 

the published electron micrographe would have been coon. That 

is, shallow dunbolls in which the invagination progressively 

deepens as the chioropiast elongates. On fusion of the ohioro—

plast envelope two tear shaped chioroplasts should be produced. 

It is apparent that this is not always the case. 

In D. borrrj and in various othei, species, e.g. itrtwegia 

comosa (Schjmter 1885) Uo1anm (Stone 1932) 11tella (Green 1964) 

Spinach (Poaeingham and iaurer 1969), the du411 is squat with 

rather sharp indentations. The degree of elongation to reach 

this configuration generally appears to be slight. In several 

cases instead of a dark zone being present in the constriction 

such as might have been expected if thylakojdn were being 

compressed in this area, a light bend is present, sugreating a 

lack of membranous material. In the case of D. borrcrj the 

daughter chioroplasts do not move away from one another markedly 

during the cepamtio process, Instead a furrow develops 

between what look like fully formed ohioroplasto. Only when 

they are almost completely separate do they move away to any 
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extent. When this occurs they often still appear to be held 

together by a slender thread apparently continuous with both 

ChlODOplctr3tee 

The light microscopic appearance correlates with those 

dec tronxnicrographs shoving thylakoidal separation without 

extensive invagination of both membranes of the chioroplast 

envelope. The idea that such a configuration is likely to be 

involved in division is further supported by the fact that 

although ohioroplasts have been observed with a median constr-

iction, none in which close apposition of the chioroplast 

envelopes around the thylakoide has occured., have been seen. 

It may be that such configurations have resulted from pressure 

beinr, applied by some bodies in the cytoplasm such as vtcuoles. 

le ru:orted ly the presence of cbloroplastfa which have an 

acsyxtric deprion at some point along their circumference. 

The presence of a baffle dividing the obloroplast in two 

has previously been noted on four occasions tItAlethalor 1958; 

botz and Sensor 1964; Gantt and Aniott 196 and Diers 1966) 

and of these, two were instances of separation of relatively 

mature chioroplasts in normal situations. In all emcee it was 

suggested that it was possible that this could be part of a 

division process, although no stage further than that of a baffle 

had been seen. In the protonemata of I). borreri in addition to 

ohioroplasta with a baffle, types with thylakoidal separation 

without a septum have been coen. It is suggested that the two 

types are intimately correlated. A scheme involving these two 

forms would commence with the invagirastion of a baffle from the 



Fig. 15. Possible interpretation of Gantt and. Arnott'a 

hypoTheeie of baffle formation. 
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inner of the membranes of the obloroplant envelope. This would 

make its way through the tbylkoids, separating them into two 

zonee, On reaching the other side of the obloroplast it 

would fuse with the opposite membrane, thus completing the 

segmentation. It to suggested that growth occurs from one side 

only of the ohioroplast since the micrographs give a strong 

impression that the thakoicln have been unilaterally parted and 

at one edge of the plastid there often appears to be what looks 

like a granum that has been ruptured. This in in contradiction 

to Gantt and Arnott'n findings in Iattouscia stathioterin 

(1963). In this case they reported that irivaginatton could 

occur from two aides or, more likely, around the complete 

circumference of the chioroplast at the same time. In this 

cane the leading edge of the baffle would presumably meet and 

tune in a central zone of the chioroplast. From the published 

niorographe, however, the possibility of unilateral growth oat—

not be ruled out since a section through a baffle extending from 

a limited zone of the chioroplant on one side could give the 

confizratton presented (fig. 1.5). It may be that unilateral 

growth in more advantageous since it close not involve the 

problem of constriction of the thylakoids within an ever decre—

asing zone and their subsequent rupture. It is evident, 

however, that some rupture does take place and it is not clear 

bow this is achieved. 

Prior to segmentation it would be necessary to have 

division of the obloz'oplaei D!A complement and movement into 

the two regions. This has previously been noted in dividing 
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proplastids (Yotauyanagi and Ouerrier 1965). 

Once baffle formation is complete it is envisaged that it 

would then break down leaving a clear area between the thylakoid 

a]. zones such as has been seen in several micrographs. It 

would then be possible for the envelope to grow down into the 

space and fuse thus resulting in two separate ch1oroplaet (fig. 

16). The position of the poles of the chlorop].aet is of some 

r1evsco with regard to the above scheme. During baffle 

formation the o1ee are reorientated in such ,& manner as to lie 

roughly parallel to it. miring this phase a certain amount of 

constriction is placed upon them since they are held at one side 

of the chioroplast. After the breakdown of the baffle the 

thylakoids would be free to move independently of one another, 

thus producing the configurations shown. Plate 	is consider- 

od to be that, in which the invagination of the cbloz'oplaat 

envelope is almost complete. In it, little relationship with 

regard to the orientation of thyiskoids in the two daughter 

chioroplasts can be detected. 

It in, of course, possible to produce alternative schemes 

to that postulated above. Since the images are necessarily 

ettic it cannot be statod with complete certainty which 

morphological type was produced first if indeed they are 

connected. Such an alternative scheme might start with the 

segregation of the thylakoida towards the poles With the 

subsequent production of two fresh poles. This would result 

in a central membrane—free zone. An invagination of the inner 

membrane of the obloroplast envelope could then grow into the 
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space resulting in the production of a baffle. Oubsequent 

fission could then take place either by the roith of the outer 

membrane of the envelope into the interior of the baffle or by 

the rupture and subsequent growth of the outer membrane. 

This scheme does not have much to recommend it on several 

accounts. Firstly it does not explain how membrane partition 

takes place, Secondly it would be expected; that the thylakoicia 

adjacent to the baffle would run in random directions if they 

were not being actively pushed aside by it. The third 

objection to this type of division is the presence of two 

daughter plastids contained within a common envelope without a 

baffle being present (plate 7). It to difficult to envisage 

bow this could occur if membrane breakage and fusion, or 

intrusive growth were postulated. The suggestion that baffle 

formation is involved in the process of division is further 

strengthened by the fact that mitochondria have been observed 

to divide by this process (Jensen 1965). It may therefore be 

that a similar situation can exist in both these organelles. 

However, in this case Jensen has produced photographs of mito—

chondria which are only partially enclosed in a double membrane. 

Such an appearance is what would be expected if the outer 

membrane of the envelope ruptured at the point of invagination 

of the inner. It is possible, therefore, that this is the 

mechanism in these mitochondria. 

The problem involved with a static system such as can be 

observed with electron microscopy is that no definate idea can 

be obtained as to the kinetics involved. In this case, this 
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situation is particularly acute since it is only possible to 

observe about five protonensta in any block and in these 

possibly a maximum of 8% of the ohioroplaste are undergoing 

division, In addition it is probably necessary for them to 

be sectioned in a favourable plane before their characteristics 

will, be revealed. For this reason it is doubtful whether many 

cases of membrane invagiratton and dissolution could be seen 

and even than it would be simple to mistake them for portions 

of thylakoids unless an obvious connection with the envelope 

were present. In addition it may be that those processes take 

place over a relatively short time thus lessening the chances of 

their observation. 

Various other explanations of the morphologies seen may be 

postulated. The most obvious of these would be that the 

preparative procedures have resulted in artifacts. It is cor' 

ceivable that this could be the oars where thylakoidal 

separation without baffle formation is involved. Leech (1966 ) 

had observed a similar configuration arterVeX'y much more drastic 

procedures. However, since the membranes of adjacent chioro.-

placte seem to be little affected this does not seem to be a 

very likely cause. It is difficult to imagine how a fixative 

could result in the production of a baffle across the entire 

obloroplast. 

It is conceivable that the baffle could be homologous with 

the thylakoids. It is well known that thylekoids can be 

produced as a result of the invagination of the inner membrane 

of the envelope of proplastide. However, there is little 



evidence that this occurs in the mature organollo. iO cacao 

of a connection of the thylakoids with the envelope have been 

aeon in D borrori. In addition if this suggestion were true 

it might be expected that i would be seen at other parts of 

the chiovoplast as well as mid way across the longitudinal axis. 

A process which could give rice to a configuration of a 

obloroplast traversed by a septum is that of fusion. It 

would seem possible that two plastids could fuce in such a 

manner that the inner membrane of the envelope was left intact. 

Thereafter breakdown of the baffle could produce the other 

form. If such a process were ocurring it is possible that 

a: f.3f 

 

o'-'e-)--sine ow 	 1,:A 0:1aant al Lt aico be 

involved. however, tne axis between tne poles or ifte iiO cnioroplas-cs are 

-o.:?.l a1i2o. Ia . cJar)r cLiroc If .uion wore 

ocurring it is likely that the orientation of the tbylakoida 

with respect to one another would be random, rather like the 

cases in which the plastids are separated without a septum, 

The morphological evidence is against fusion and neither is 

there any evidence from study with the light microscope. It 

is obvious that it would not be possible to distinguish a 

plastid in the process of division from that of two which had 

recently fused, but during the course of observing chioro—

plaste, particularly with a view to obtaining cineraicrosoopic 

pictures, no tendency to fuse has been noted. 

It is concluded, therefore, that the hypothesis first put 

forward is that which is most likely. Formation of a baffle 

has certain advantages from the point of view of the ohloro— 
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-PI aot. 	l-  position of the baffle iou16 oes to be strictly 

conrroLLed. .Li; would seem that baffle growtu is accompaniect oy some 

fo.cra 0± membrane displacement and rius the rupture of t1iylakoids recluirect 

to maintained at a iniirn. Once baffle formation is coplote 

there is what appear to be coplete chlorcpla8ie contained 

within the envelope of the original. Unlike the process of 

fission the chloz'opla8t is internally divided before physical 

disjunction takes place. This avoids the relatively random 

process involved in fission- After the baffle breaks down a 

pathway is left into which the enelOpO invu.ginates. This 

obviates the necessity for 5Ti7 further disruPtive forces upon 

the internal asabranee. 
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Chioroplast Orgi 

On no occasion have proplastids or immature chioro—

plastri, from which mature chioroplasts could be derived, been 

obectved in protonematal material. It must therefore be 

concluded that at least from germination they must have been 

produced as a result of the division of pre4.existiflg chioro—

plasts. That the ohioroplaste do divide has been demonstrated 

both by light and electron microscopic studies, Such a 

situation appears to be common in the lower plante, 'particul— 
those 

any in th igas (Kirk and Tt1ney-Basset 1967) in which the 

gametophrte is the dominant stage in the life cycle. 

It has been noted, however, that pDOpletidB are present 

in the shoot apex of spore lings and nature eporophytea and in 

developing sporocytee. 

Proplastida in the Shoot Apex 

It would seem likely in this case, as in angiosperms, 

that the mature chioroplaste of the aporophyte are initially 

derived as a result of the differentiation of these immature 

organdies. As proplastida are absent from the gaaotophyte 

they must be produced at an early stage during the development 

of the sporophyte. Two means of 'proplastid formation may be 

envisaged. They may be formed either de novo or from chioro—

placte already present. 

It is considered that if de novo formation is involod, the 

could possibly be responsible for the formation of the 

envelope. It has been noted that ".—like membranes have 

occasionally been seen physically connected with the outer 
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membrane of the ohioroplast envelope. It is possible that 

tbt i indicative of the ood.e of production of the original 

cporopbytic plaotic1i. It is conceivable that email amounts 

of nucleoprotein reside in the cytoplasm of the cells from 

which the sporopbytc. is initiated and that such nucleoprotein 

is similar to that of the chioroplaste. It is possible that 

.'. could be organised, probably under nuclear control, in 

such a manner that it wrapped itself around the nucleoprotein 

producing a double membraned vesicle. Configurations such as 

would be expected if this occurred may occasionally be seen in 

this and other material (Whaley et a? 1960). The inner 

membrane of this organelle could then be organised in such a 

way, perhaps under the influence of enclosed DA such that it 

invaginated into the interior producing a typical proplastid 

from which a mature chioroplast could be derived. 

Other interpretations can, of course, be macis with regard 

to the significance of the physical union and close association 
are 

betwoen r.i. and the ebloroplast envelope. These ah3ckbt 
above 

commented upon iatm (p. 9). 
Since D, borreri Ic c.amoue it is evident that organelle 

production as e rosult of evgnatIona of the nucleus of the 

egg cell a Ir: Pteridiun cannot occur (Boll and Itfhlethaler 

1962; flhlethaler and Bell 1962; Bell 1963, 1964; Frey—

Wyssuing and 111thletha1er 1965;  Bell et a? 196(). However, 

this does not preclude It. baprening In a cell or cells as yet 

unexamined. 

The formation of propiastids as a result of the d.ediffer'. 
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entiation of mature obloroplate is possibly rro likely than 

the scheme outlined above. Lance—Xougarede (1960) has reported 

such a process during the initiation of the floral mertetem in 

Ch ryaantfrnu ccgtun. In this, as the cells become mart.-

rternatic, the tylakoide decrease in number, and the plastide 

become smaller, until eventually only email proplastid—like 

organelles remain. With this system continuity of DIJ would 

be assured. With the other it would be necessary either to 

have a "master" obloroplast chromosome from which the others were 

derived or some method whereby DA was either obtained Rom the 

breakdown of the mature chloroplasts or from the nucleus. 

In addition in the latter case a complex control mechanism would 

be required in that several major changes would be taking place 

eimultseously. In the foer, the changes would be rather 

less drastic in that only one type of organelle would be 

involvod. 

Prp2lastids. in Sorocytes 

The sporangia, are initiated in the lower epidermic of the 

leaf (Bower 1963). Tamination of epidermal strips reveals 

that it is green and apparently contains mature chloroplaste. 

Thus a similar problec o ;hat of proplaatid production during 

sporophyto mitt ti i :'ised. It in conceivable that the,ó - 

plastids present in eporogenous material arise by similar meano 

i.e. do novo or by the dedifferentiation of existing ohioro—

p3aste. However in this case there is a third possibility, 

that of a direct lineage of undifferentiated Plastids from the 

apex. This would necessitate, presuming the proplastido to be 



1tg, IT,  R*]WOS4wtaU= of Docibie sequenca of evente 

roi1 to tic p1etith, brij the 1L1e 

cycle of 	b'i 	op1t4 in the 

of L 	p opLyte (Li;) Uwe ca4e.d to 

iv 	t the 	 oop]aet 1  Both 
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segregated at ai early rtage, there being "white" cells in the 

epidermal layers which would persist throughout several months 

of leaf development until such time an the spores had reached 

znc.turatton. Not only would the proplastids produced during 

eporophyte initiation be present in one generation of sporo-. 

cytoc but for as many yetrs as they were produced by the spore-. 

phyte, 

Thus 2  with regard to the plastids the life cycles of sexual 

and apogmoua ferns spear to be similar. In the former, 

plastids are induced at about the stage of egg production and 

in the latter at about the stage of formation of the apogsmoue 

bud. 

Chlorolact Tepltoatiori 

During the course of this work the presence of a cyto— 

plasmic agrogatton around the nucleus has been commented upon 

several tines. 	Ci n Olistribution is termed systrophy (Giece 

1964). 	hir rr ic' a reflection of the evolutionary position 

of the Ptcridophytes. A smiler aggregation has been noted in 

higher plants as a transitory light response, but as a stable 

condition associated with division notably in the lower plants, 

og. in algae and bryophytos (McLean and Irving 1951; 

3trasburgor 1965). A feature of the cells of many of those 

lower plants is the low number of ohioroplaste contained within 

them, e.g. several algae such as Chi 	cnac, jJlva and. 

£cbrmonam have only one. Having a low number of chioro—

plasts, it is imperative that chloroplaet division is closely 

related to that of the nucleus. In unicellular algae with 
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only one chlo:ro1it if tc' plastid divided without reference 

to the nucleus, mmq inviable cells would  result. In such 

organisms obloroplast and nuclear division take place at about 

the same time (West and Fritsch 1932) and the daughter chioro—

plasts migrate to the position of the spindle poles. Thus the 

resultant calls are guaranteed a chioroplast. Purthersore, in 

such cells an intimate structural relationship is often seen to 

exist between the chioroplast and the interphase nucleus (Gibbs 

1962; Bouk 19651 Manton 1966). In some cases, e.g. 

mneeiuin 2arum an extension of the nuclear envelope 

surrounds the obloroplast; in others, e.go 12rapinocladus, the 

nucleus jnyainatee into the obloroplast (Parke and Manton 

1965)9 and in others, e.g. ChZamdotonao, in which the ch1oro... 

plast occupies a considerable volume of the cell in comparison 

to other organelles, the chioropiast tends to enlope the 

nucleus. 

It is thought possible that an increase in obloroplact 

number per cell may be accompanied by a change in the timing 

of chloroplas't division often accompanied by a loosening of 

the relationship between it and nucleus which governs the 

division of the former. Thus the two stellar ebloroplaste of 

Zyp,nema can be envisaged as the result of a change in the 

timing of ebloroplact with reference to nuclear division. 

If obloroplast division were to take place immediately after 

that of the nucleus, i.e. thc interval between nuclear and 

chloroplet divirior is 1enthered, then for the majority of 

its lifetime, each cell would contain two chioroplacte. The 
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oflly point at which one would be prcoent would be iimcdiately 

after cytohcineoi& l, in fact, the two processes could overlap. 

A further iicrese it number could be obtained if more than 

one cbloz'oplaat division were to take place during a cell cycle. 

This might be expected to necessitate a change in the structural 

relationship between the two organelles. Such a case is well 

illustrated, in Isoote (a 1928; Stewart 1948; Paolillo 1962)9  

the apiccl woristea of which contains cells with a single obloro—

pla8t closely applied to the nucleus. At prophase the chioro-. 

p3.aat divides and the daughters wove to opposite poles of the 

coil. As cells are exainod at an increasing distance from the 

neriatew an increasing number of ohioroplaste are found ranging 

from  two close to the meristem to sixty—four some distance away. 

This figure appears to be about the maximum number attained.. 

This increase in rrwabor is interpreted as an increase in the 

nuzzber of ohioroplast divisions per cell cycle as the cells 

differentiate. At least as far as the stage of two ob].oro—

plaets per cell there is a close spatial relationship between 

the nucleus and the chioroplasts (a 1928). As the number of 

obloropisata per cell increases to about 64 It is evident that 

their positional relationship with the nucleus will not be as 

oboe. Juch a state mV be accompanied with a decrease in the 

control of the nucleus over the division of the chioroplasifi. 

In such cells precise distribution of the chioroplaste would 

not be as 'vital as those closer to the apex where the loss or 

gain of a plastid could result in the death of a cell. 

It is thought that the cytoplasmic aggregation seen in the 



protonemata of D. borreri mv be a sta:o in the progreocion 

outliod above in that a clone spatial arrane$meit between 

Plastids and nucleus to oboer-ved prior to cell division, but 

MW, 	re involved. In this cze it would appear that direct 

nuclear control over the distribution of the plastid to 

daughter  calls is lacking since counts of individual cells 

indicate that this in relativtiy ranLoi. It in obvious that 

ifapproximately half thc chloroplas piocent in a coil 

during its division is distributed to each daughter, both 

cello will remain viable thie to the high number of chlore.-

plasts In each. A further indication of the disassociation  

of the chioropiants from the nucleus  is the oborvution that 

they may divide in cello which themselves are not undergoing 

preparations fo: dtviøion, 

The i:o-  €top ir t3:ft 	 iy be observed in  most 

angionpernO,. In these, an in 	borreri, the chioroplaste are 

capable of div-løton at eny pointdu.111C the coil cycle, but 

there in no aggregation of the plastids around the nucleus at 

any stage during the cycle. (A few exceptions to this do 

exist, e.g. in Zea io (Zirkie 1927) and transitory light 

rcaponcc (Gioc 1964)). 

In the above, although it is suggested that the re in a 

lose direct relationship between nuclei and chloroplaa'ts in 

hirter plants than in lover, this is not to nay that the former 

have no control over the latter,  Particularly over the total 

number of chioroplasts in a given group of cells, It 

certainly does not suggest that there is no nuclear control 



over the etructural organieation arOcI fc'rcnti.atin f these 

organellee. 

31C)PIa3t Develoment Following Chanigee in Light Catton 

The presence of prolanellar bodies ic generally aviociatod 

with the obloroilaste of r1c grown tissue, however after 

transfer to blue light numerous anall prolarellar-like bodies, 

associate& with the thylakoide, appear. The presence of 

prolamellar bodies in light has previously been reported 

(Shots, Iatbe1i and Dtere 1966; Lastech and Stetlex' 1967; 

Wricober 1967; Stetlor and Laeteob 1969; flenningeen and. 

Boynton 1969), but a far as can be determined there has been 

no account of their formation in reonne to a change in the 

wavelength of the incident light. Wrlceher (1966)  has reported 

seeing numer.rn email prolamellar bodies in young, green bean 

plants in response to pro1omed exposure to weak white light 

(below 00 iux), flenningsen and Boynton (1969) have reported 

the formation of prolasiellar bo&tee in dark grown barley. On 

exposure to light of 20 lux the initial proleincllar bodien are 

transformed and dispersed but many email independent bodies are 

formed at several places along the primary laznellar layers. 

These bodies are transformed on exposure to sigh intensity 

(3,200 lux) light. 

It has been shown that the plastids of dark grown plants 

contain tn,otoohlorophyll. On tiluninatton this is trans.'. 

formed to chlorophyll. The action spectrum for this peaks 

at 645  and 445 qu (ICoeki 1950; Icoeki, French and Smith 1951). 

Since transformation of the prolamellar body and that of 
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protochloropbyll to cbloroby11 both occur upon expoeure to 

light, it would appear that they are causally related, 

tenningeen and Boynton (1969) hwvt reported that both 

red and ihite light are equally effective in transforming 

prol-amAlar bodies • ITowover, lower tsformat ion was 

observed in those Illuminated in blue light although trans-i 

formation was eventually achieved. 

It would appear that chioroplasts of red grown protoneinata 

T.ut into blue light organise mobranOus material, since chioro—

plasts seen in blue light arc larger than those in red 

although the number of thylakoid.s seen in section is otmilr. 

If thin in so #  the presence of prolomellar bodiec may be a 

response to this requirement. If the report of flemnineem 

and Boynton in correct it may be that protoclilorophyll is 

produced on transference to blue light and is accompanied by 

the production of prolanellar bodice which are eventually 

dispersed on prolonged expocuzrc at this wavelength. such an 

effect is not observed on trawforcnee from blue to red light 

as it is unlikely that there is any burst of ajn'thoeic of 

membranes end that this wavelength is possibly more cffectivo 

in the conversion of potoeblorophyll to chlorophyll. 

It has been noted that circular bodies resembling protein 

or fat bodies have occasionally been observed associated with 

the m,olamellar bodies. They ray be ethilar to the membrane 

bound bodies reported in recc 	 -To: 1960; 
1Js-lQtt 

tzaetavu 1966; l;ion et i 1(7 

Stotler and Leetsob 1969). In those cases, apart from  the 
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suggeotion that they arc involved in the fori,ation of fresh 

membranous utrtortal, their function has rnatnod obtcure. As 

they are associated with pro1e11ar bodies in these gseto. 

phytoc, it would seen likely that they are involved in the 

process of thylekoidal formation. 

Conections 

Although the possibility of 'ittfact cannot be completely 

ruled out, for aaonc stated (.q), it jr, congide2.ed that the 

inages seen represent the true c.' ctionc between orgexe11ea 

at the time of fixation. 

The like4bood that the observations reflect the true 

situation within the cell are further strengthened by the 

observations of Res1op..arricon (1963); robertson (1964); an 

I)iere (1966)  Who have reported cases of direct physical union 

between cellular organelles and the t.. hes1op1'rteon has 

seen what appear to be connections with 'plastids in sporoeenoue 

tissue of Cannabis sMiyal  Ioberteon connections with Mito-

chondria in the nervous tissue of various animals and Diers 

connection with an tnturc plastid in tbc 1iverwo't 

Ooco215 collii. 

In all cases ezcet for th.t of' the chloo'1:ct crveloc 

and the plasnalonsa, all connections are with the 	• It is 

perhaps rather surpriejng that czieee of direct connection between 

orgnellee have not been observed since it scone likely that the 

majority of intracellular scmbrcuieo have a basically similar 

structure (Branton 1969).  This supports the view of roberteon 

(1960) that tic • . acts as an intracellular transport system, 
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It would also suggest that the '.r. is highly organised and 

labile, being capable of foxvizig connections when required for 

the transport of materials to sites of utilisation. Thus, it 

is envisaged that the connections with the !.P. with the chioro—

plast envelope are transitory representing an extension of the 

close association that already exists. 

Although it is reasonable to suppose that direct connections 

have a functional value, it is also possible that they merely 

occur by chance duo to the similarity in the structure of the 

membranes involved. This may be the reason why connections are 

rare and in many oases possibly non exictant and may be why 

connections between the obloroplast envelope and the plasma... 

lemma have been observed. It is possible that materials could 

be translocated from the oloroTlast to the cell wall region 

directly, but in view of the rarity of such observations it 

seems unlikely that such a mechanism exists. Even if membrane 

fusions are chance events, the points with regard to intre. 

cellular transport are not invalidated since it is unlikely that 

a constant close association between several distinct organdies 

could occur by this means. 

The view that the .R. system is highly organised is 

further strengthened by the indication that under certain 

circumstances vacuoles may be formed from it and that micro.. 

bodies may be produced as a result of its differentiation 

(Hruban at al 1963; Io'vikoff and shin 1964; Tsener 1967). 

There is also the suggestion that under certain circumstances 

it may be responsible for the formation of the membranous 

constituents of plastids, 
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Plater 

All tissues were fixed in glutaraldehyclo and osmium 

tetroxido (G + 0) or potassium permanganate (!74n04). staining 

was with urazirl acetate and load citrate or with lead, citrate 

alone. 

Abbreviations 

b lafflo 1l intergraxial lamella 

o c4üoToplaet m mitochondrion 

ce ohioroplast envelope mb microbody 

ch chromasome mf microfibril 

ohr chromatin ml middle lamella 

Cu cuticle mt microtubulo 

cw cell wall ri nucleus 

cy cytoplasm rid nucleoid 

d.f zone of digested fat us nuclear envelope 

e ondospore ng nuclear granule 

er endoplasmic reticulum up nuclear pore 

f fat nu nucleolus 

fa filiform apparatus ad osmiophilic droplet 

fz fibrillar zone pb paranural body 

g golgi p0 C13POO 

go green cell p1 plasmalemma 

gil granal (1150 pp proplastid 

granum pr prolamellar body 

gv golgi vesicle pe plasinodesmata 

gz granular zone r ribosonies 

i intrusion rer rough endoplaric :;ei:ium 



rh 	 rhizoid 

Be 	 spore coat 

sor 	 smooth oncloplazmi c re ticu1u 

at 	 starch grain 

th 	 tby1akoid 

tu 	 tubule 

V 	 vesicle 

va 	 vacuole 

X 	 uxiidentifiod membrane bound body 

19  2a and. 2b vesicular typos 



plate 1. 	0 owib of protoneaata in white light, 

Rupture of spore coat K 100. 

Ylongation of preen cell after formation of first rhizoid. 

Vote the presence of an apical cytoplasmic accumulation and 

b,gc.l vacuoletraversed by oytorlamic ctrnde K 400. 

Four celled ft1aent K 40). 

Apex of a filament shortly after trazition X 40. 



A. 

Plate 2. 	growth of protoeata in red light. 

Red grom p?otooata subjected to 24 hare blue light. 

The apices of the filaments are swollen unlike those grown 

solely in red light (B) X 40. 

Apex of red grown filament X 400. 

Apex of rod grown filament subjected to 24 hours blue 

light X 400. 
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Plate 3. 	 White grown filament. 

General characteristics. 

Vacuolate cell fro* a white grown, five celled filament. The 

peripheral cytoplasm cciiitains numerouS chloroplasts (a). 1ote 

the absence of fat bodies. Xc €,5OO. 0 + 0. 
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Piste 4. 	 Blue grown filament* 

Cell valle. 

A. !raztg.Ltial section revealing the parallel orientation of 

the microfibrils (nf). Xc 509000. 0 + 0. 

1, (:roe  section of a wall showing the presence of a. thick 

inner light and outer darker zone. Xc 40,000. 0 + 0. 



Plate 5. 	 "Thizoid.. 

General characteristics. 

Section through the green cell (go) shortly after division 

giving rise to a rhizoid (rh). The c3rtoplaaa in the two cells  

is similar and displays no preferential orientation. The 

apparent isek of fat bodies (f) in the rhioid in not 

characteristic (see plate 7). Xc 159000. G-+ 0. 



Plate 6. 	 Ihizoid. 

General characteristics. 

T.S. of the apex of a rhizoid. The cytoplasm contains 

rmeroue vesicles but no plastids. This in the growing 

region. Xc 209000. 0 + 0. 



General characteristics, 

LS, or a rhizoid (rh) showing the presence of ei&l1 fat bodiec 

at its base* Vote the presence of a thicker layer of cyto—

plasm towards the apex. 10 18,000- )C1-nO4. 



Plate 8. 	 hizojd. 

Gcnr.t obaraoteritios. 

Section ,f a rhisoid about 1Cj 'rooterior to that of plate 6o 

in orientated parallel to the cell w4l (c.w.) and 

plastids (p) are present. Xc 20,000. 0 + 0. 
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Plate 9. 	 Phizoid. 

General characteristics, 

Section of a rhizoid about 2Ca posterior to that of plate 8. 

The cytoplasm has stained densely and has a disorgeniced 

appearance. Xc 209000. 0 + U, 



Pl:t- '( 	 Lizoi. 

eic:1 	: 	i: Li 

IiC fiie 	ct:rc 

of the cytoplasm is essentially similar to that of the sub... 

apical region (plate 8). 	By this time the nucleus is 

situated on one of the lateral walls. Vote the presence of a 

filiform—lj apparatus (fa) lying to the interior of the 

tonoplast and of dense vacuolar deposits (vd). 1 30 9000. G +d. 
B. Apical region of rhizoid, Miorotubules (at) are to be 

found in the region of the plasmalemma (p1). X 509000. 0 + 0, 
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Plate 11. 	 hizoid. 

Vesicles. 

Types of vesicle found in the apical CVtOPlasm of rhizoid. 

Type 1 (1) are smooth surfaced, have an electron transparent 

core and resemble the vacuoles (va). These are shown in A. 

Type 2a (2) are smooth surfaced, and have a density similar to 

that of the UolGi. cisternae (g) (Ti). Type 2b (2b) have a 

constant size and the inner layer of the unit membrane 

hi1iyi' then in, cicr€r t!a- 	a'u -tc'r ( and 1. X 
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Plate 12. 	 Fhjzojd, 

Vesicles. 

Note the granular depocite in type 2a (2a) in A. The 

dimensions of 1 and 2a can vary considerably as can be seen by 

OOmParifWn or these vesicles in A and B. 	Xc 509000. 
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P1ltC 13. 	 Rhizoid, 

Vesicles. 

The golgi body (g) in A apnraro to be producing both tyes 

1 (1) and 2n (2. At X a vsjc1e intermediate between 1 and 

2a i proee-t. 	c 50,000. G + 0. The difference in unit 

membrane structure of vesicles 1 (1) and 2b (21) are demon—

strated in B. Xc 509000, 0 + 0. 
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Vestal,.. 

A Golt body (g) 'iving rise to a vesicle with a type 

1 (1) morphology ibicb is spi*r.tt1y  fe.d to a, vacuolelike 

structure (VA). Xc 509000. 0 + 0. 

Sculpiu3'ed type 2b vesicle (arrow). Rote the presence of 

A,  9014 body (g) 4ppareit1' giving rteie to type 2a (2a) 

vesicles. Xc 60,000. 0 + o, 

and D. Attacaeat of type 2b vesicles  (arrow.) to other 
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Plate 15. 	 hizoid, 

Plastids. 

Plastid (p) from the basal region of a rhizoid thoinr the 

presence of few thylakoids. Xc 50,000. G + 0. 
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Plate 16. 	 Rhizoid. 

k 1ati d. 

A, Plastids (p) from a central region in apparently degenerate 

cytoplasm, The tby3.akoids (th) are swollen. rote that the 

plaetjda appear to be connected. Xc 509000. 0 + C). 

B. Plastids (p) containing starch grains (at) from a central 

region of a rhizoid, Xc 50,000. 0 + 0. 



Plate 17 	 Thioid. 

vacuole. 

3ubaptca1 region of a rhizoid showing the presence of a 

fibrillar vacuolar deposit (v1). Xc 409000. 0 + 0. 



Plate 18, 	 Rhizoid, 

Coll Wall. 

Pva:entja1 section of a z'hizoid, cell wall. The inner layer 

contains an anaetooejn arrangement of miorofibrils (mf) with 

a few dense deposits. These increase greatly in number 

towards the exterior of the cell wall. Xc 559000. 0 + 0. 
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Plate 19. 	 Papilla and !?.bizoidD. 

General characteristics. 

A. Light inicr'ogz'aph demonstrating the  elongate  nature of a 

rhizoid, rote the presence of a granular nucleus. X 400. 

B, Light micrograph of a blue crown filament grown at 270C. 

At the apex of the filament in a papilla. K 400. 
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Plate 20. 	 Papilla. 

General characteristics. 

A. The basal region of a papilla. The cytoplasm contains 

few urnzma1 features. 

Be Mitochondrion (rn) from a papilla, containing few oristago  
Xc 85000, 0 + 0, 



Papilla*  

Apical zone. 

Apical region of a papilla showing the presence of 

vesicles (arrowe) and uicrotubules (mt). Xc 479000.  0 + 0- 

Apical region. Similar to A, containing vesicles (v) and 

nicrotubulea. Vote the lack of other organelles. The 

rrirr1ri 	 +n1 	 j'i A€VA 	(' A. ( 
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Plate 22. 	 Paoi Ha. 

Yacuol.. 

t.. of a papilla nbotiin the Presence of nueroun d*nne 

vacuojaT deposits (vd). The cell is thought to have been 

distorted during the preparative proceduxj. Xc 10,000, G + 0. 
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Plate 23 
	

Iuterphaae Juo].eue. 

The mioleoplaem contains rnzmooua granules and localised 

areas of chromatin (ob.r) Xc 32 9000 0 +0. Inset. Connection 

between the nuclear envelope and E.P. Ac 62,000. M04  
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Plato 24 
	

Interphase ucleue. 

Part of an interphaee nucleus containing a grazing 

section of a riucloolw3. iueroua nuclear x'enulea (ng) can 

be seen and in several places, fine filaments (ti). 

Xc 409000. 0 + 0. 
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Plate 25 	 Intarphace Wucleua., 

ucl*o1uo. 

ecttar ihx'.igh a nuolcolu, The fibrillar (fa) and rawlar 

aonea (ga) are find interspersed with me another Xc 42,000 

0 + 0. 
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klate 26 
	

Interphase Iuo leus. 

Nuclear pores* 

Appearance after perniansnate fixation. The nuclear pore 

(np) appears as a discrete discontinuity in the nuclear 

envelope Xc 509000. KTn04. 

Tangential view after fixation in glutaraldehyde and oeftha. 

In most pores a central grazule can be detected, and in several 

oases peripheral granules. Xc 759000  0 + 0. 

C • and D. Sections of pores from glutax'aldebydo/oeiaiun  fixed 

raterial. A dense line can be seen connecting the sides of the 
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Pluto 27 
	 Luc1ea ivistoi. 

Complete dissolution of the nuclear envelo-pe bag taken place. 

There is a Mmeral absence of o'  

the chrcoeooa (ch). Xc 23,O 



Plate 28 	 )Tuoleer Division, 

Section serial to that ehoni in plate 26. Portione of 

c1r 	N7e1Y' 	i 1t: 	fto 	• Xe 

Cytoplasm exterior to the nuclear envelope (no) of w1at is 

considered to be a prepropbaeo rnacleue (n), many micro-. 

tubules (arrove) lie in this region Xc 609000 0 + 0. 



Plate 29 	 Fat Bodies. 

Fat bodies (t) in the basal green cell. 	Several (Bee labelled 

bod.y) apea to have a bounding membrane Xc 400)0  C + 0. 



Plate 30 	 Ft Bodies. 

Fusion of fat bodies (f). In this case no bounding 

membrane is 'visible Xc 50,000 a + 0. 

Fine structure of fat bodies (f) after T)eTnaxlgsxlate 

fixation Xo 20,000. R1n04. 
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Plato 31 
	

Mitoobondria, 

Protorieaata3. aitoohondria (m) are similar to thoce typical of 

bigher plants Xc 42,000 0 + 0. 



Flat 32 	 r: tczobodieo. 

Profiles of m&crobodtee v%zr frog e1cigate duibe110 (L) to 

ellipses (F). Nucleoide (nd) are apparent in B and Co Snail 

particles are present in D, B and F. In interior membrane 

bound zone is present in B, E and F. Those of B and F contain 

a vesicle (arrow). A Xc 459000, B Xc 509000, C, 1) and E 

Xc 60,0009  F Xc 509000. 
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Plate 33 
	

icrobodiaø. 

Successive sections through a uicrobody (mb) showing the 

presence of a cytoplasmic intnieim (i) Xc 52 9000 0 + 0. 
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]4te 34 	 .icobodiea. 

4L 	Section tbrougti a cytoplasmic intrtlejon (i) Xc 43 9000 Cl + 0o  

ections of cytop1aio tmtnazima containing  

yeitc10 (v) with tM1e". That in C ahows a cozuoctioi with 

rough .14 (arrow) Xc 50000 0 + 0. 

D. Apparance of microbodies after permargunate fization 

Xc 409000. }W*z04. 



Plat. 35 	Golgi and Paamzra1 Bodies. 

A. Golgi body (g) producing vesicles (v). Those at the left 

contain a granular deposit Xc 509000. 0 + 0. 

Be Simple form of parairal body (pb). Several vesicles 

are trapped between the plaeaaleama (p1) and the cell wall. 

Vote the presence of a microtubule (at). Xc 40,000 G + 0-

C. More complex form of paraaural body consisting of an 

invagination of the plaentaleazna Xc 409000 0 + 0. 
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Plate 36 
	

Paraiura1 Bodies. 

Complex forms of parauural bodies (pb). A, B and C contain 

many vesicles (v) and a few tubules (tu). The body shown at D 

apparently contaira a coaplex intorwovci :aca of tubu1. 

Xc 40,000 0 + 0. 
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Plate 37 
	

Paramural Bodies. 

A and B. roi-cular foms of paramural body (pb). 

Xc 60,000 and 45,000  0 + 0. 

C. Zone of the p1asgaienirna containing evaginations (single 

arrows). Apparent vesicles (double arrows) could be branches 

of ovaginations Xc 400 000 (1 + 0. 



P1te li 	 Chloropltc. 

Typical chioroplasi from protonema of D. borreri. The grana 

(gr) are indeterminate and connected by intergranal lamellae 

(ii) in more than one plane. Starch grains (et) are generally 

present and occasionally osmiophilic droplets (od) Xc 42,000 

G + 0. 
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Plate 39 
	

Chooplet. 

Cblorop1ast illustrating the manner in which gna (er) tend to 

overlap Xc 501,000 0 + 0. 
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 Plate 40 	 Chlotlsta, 

Section of a cbloropla2t parallel to the granal &ttice (gd). 

A connection between gzta. It sppa'ent (arrotr) Xc 42,000 0 + 0. 



Plate 41 
	

Chloioplaate. 

Chloroplaet from pxotonoa of iateucoia etl'uthi22teljf3 shoving 

the essential similarity wit12 those of j, bex'i (plate 3) 

Xc 42000 0 + 0. 



: 
Plate 42 	 Ch1orop1aat. 

Cbloroplaet from eporoytic tiue. The grans (gr) ave more 

delineated than in the gaetophyte Xc 40,000 0 + q. 
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Plate 43 	 Cbloioplte. 	 I  

Chlaroplast from echm sp. The gna tend to I 
contain more 

thylekoidE, and ,ore oeriophi1ic droplets ((41) are present in 

the Stroma than in those of 	borreri Xc 40,000 1 + 0. 



Plato 44 

A. Cytoplasmic ribosos (i') my 000ur singly as short 

p01yomee or helices with a greater nuzther, rote the iresonco 

of plastid (p) ribosoies Xc 45,000 0 + 0. 

Be .ilarge.ent of A showing the  presence of Mitochondrial 

ribosooe (arrows) Xc 800000 (1 + 0. 
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Plate 45 

A, Chlo'oplact ribosomea occasionally tend to c].uDp Xc 409000 

G+ 0. 

B. Riboeoeo arc occasionally found attached to the extoz'io1, 

Of the maclear envelope (arrow) Xc 409000 0 + 0. 
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Plate 46 	 Piodnata. 

A. T.S. showing the unit membrane etuctux,e of tho p1arna- 

1e 

 

and the central z'oi (now) Xc 72,000 0 + 0. 

and C. L.S. Of plasmodesmta. In both cases a central rod 

is visible over the erd of Mch the plawalemma (p1) paeaea 

Xc 609000 C + 0. 

D. L.S. of a plaso Xl (pa). The internal structure to not 

clear and the piarnaleia (p1) apparently iriiaginatea into the 

canal Xc 649000 0 + 0. 
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I-1to 47 	 i?1OC3C1 in 	CytC. 

The dimensims of the plaaiodeeata ax'o greater than i 

Plate 45 and the canal is crowd in two CG5B by the middle 

lawella (ml.) Xc 459000 0 + 0. 

The E.Y • is partially filling the canals of the plasode&zata 

Xc 450000 6 + 0. 
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The convoluteu ouier SpOie coat 

give rise uo uhe aifficu1jes Involved-  in sect1on1ng0  

] 1ouUC) 	C-,O. 



Plate 49 
	 Whit.Light* 

Ofle C114 

Port of the cytoplasm of a unicellular protoioa. Pat bodies 

(f), at tide ota€e, occupy a. major part of the volume of the 

cell Xc 15,000  0 + 0. 
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Plate 50 	 Thite Litht. 

Two Ca11, 

Fat digestion, An electron transparent zone (df) around the 

fat bodice is oonsidered to represent digested  fat Xc 64,000 0 + 0. 
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Plato 51 
	

Wjte Light. 

$.x CUI1B. 

Pull.y v4cuo1ate interstitial pxotceiia'ta1 cells. The o7top1acz 

ir entirely peripheral Xc 109000 0 + 0, 
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F].aie 52 	 White Light, 

Pip Cell, 

Pip cell of a Live celled filament, The cytoplaam has few 

large vacuolep (vi) and the chloroplaetc tend to cluster round 

the nucleus (n) Xc 13,000 a + 0. 



P1te 53 	 ite Light. 

A. Third cell from the tip Piti of a tilt about to undergo  

transitions A bead of aicrothbulee (ithe) to evident alme. the 

lateral wall Xc 16,000 0 .i 0. 

23, Hnliwgemant of A showing icotubuieo (mt) adjacent to the 

p]ama1ea Xc 40000 0 + 0. 
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Plate 54 
	

Zporoibyte. 

Yim  ctaotiare of tpica1 oporophytto ells Xc 20,000 0 + 0. 

Cell wall z.gton (cv) Wwwing the 1'sBC* of paz'anzr&l 

bodies Xc 90 9000 0 + 0. 
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Plate 55 
	

Chioroplast )i1encto!a. 

ClUoroplasta in b1uo..grown tilarnentel Celia X 400. 
Chloroplaats in 'ed.'gi'om ftlaental eelle X4. 



Plates 56 and 57 	 Red Light. 

General Characteristics. 

Lltraructuro of tip cells frou red—grown filaments. The 

cytoplasm is generally more diffuse than in blue—grown material. 

The organelles are more distant from one another and there appears 

to be a less dense background of ribosomes. 56 Xc 14 9 000; 

57 Xc 309000 0 + 0. 
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Plato 58 	 Red Light. 

Cell Walla. 

In the region of the cell walle (cv) of red--grown material 

there are often parallel cictemae of LR. (A), goli (g) (13), 

and pereviral bodies (pb) (c). 

A Xc 25,000; 13 Xc 40000; C Xc 509000 0 + 0. 
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Plate 59 
	

Red. Light, 

C w T 

i1Wffom-Jike app araus. 

tubules, iztorior to the tOnQPiaBt in  often fowd in red..Crovn 

celia Xo 500000 0 + 0. 

, The 	 (fa) mv pzo4ect for come distance  

into the vacuole. That shown has a l000er stxucture tbn in 

A. 7-04590000+0. 



Plato 60 
	 Red/Blue re'vreal. 

Chlozoplaztc. 

?roltollaz' bodies (pr) formed after red/blue revorial. They 

are always found in conjunction with the tbylakotd (th) 

Xc 42,000 C. + 0. 



Plate 61 

Pro].amejlar Bodies. 

High power view of a pro1a11aa' body (pr). It in composed of 

apparently aAaatornoning tubules Xc 90,000 0 + 0. 



Plate 62 	 Rod/Blue Reversal. 

Px'olacLel].ar Bodies. 

ioctton of a cloi'oplaat out parallel to tIe CTanal discs (gii) 

ihowing the morpholoa of the prolaollar body (pr) is similar 

o that of sections out at right angles (plate 60) Xc 409000 

+ 0. 



Plato $3 
	

R.i/il.t, Revoi1, 

Pro1accUa' Bodies. 

General view of a rOCLI-grQWZI pz'otonat1 cell atter revzaal to 

blue 1iit. The figures indicate the number of polae1le 

bodies present in particular chioroplacte Xc 109000 0 + 0. 



64Red/Blue !.veraa1. 

Proler,ella,r Bodies, 

Uooesøivi, ceett*e of a ch1op]a deost'etjn t)e peence 

f two o1zue11ar bodio (pr) Xc 409000 0. 0. 
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Plate 65 	 Red/1lue Revereal. 

1eabrazie Bound Bodies. 

A and 3. Stall membrane bound bodies (x) found in association 

with tho thylkatde after reversal to blue light Xc 459000 G + 0. 



U 

Platc 66 	 Rod/Blue evrsal, 

doplai$c e'iuUu. 

('ei') with a Nvollen region bearing no riboeoes 

(Igor). IOU the uLdlowitr of the dilation to ibM of 

vcuelcm (va) Xc 509000 0 + 0. 



1Lt 	C.? 	 Blue:' .(j t7ral. 

Oen.ral Characteristics* 

A. Pr*sencs of vsicl.s (v) in the rOCIM of the cell wall 

Xc 459000 0 + 0. 

13. R&bosouee (2'), p ticu1•a1y in the csslt polygonal fomp 

are frequent Xc 359000 G + 0. 
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1a'te 68 	Organelle Itcoiuecion. 

Ch1orop1at/E.. 

Connections between the outer mebreie of the obloroplast 

envelope and. EJt, (arrows)  Xc 60,000 0 + 0. 
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Hate 69 
	

Organelle Interconnections. 

Chlorop1aet/E.1, 

Connection between the outer mebrexie of the cbloroplaet 

envelope and the E.R, (arrow) Xc 609000 0 + 0. 

Apparent connection between the outer membrane of the chioro. 

plact envelope (arrow) and a golgi body Xc 60,000 0 + 0. 
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Plat. 70 	Organelle Interoomieotic,as. 

Coop10 t/U. II. 

koeei1e connection between the cbloroplaBt eve1oDe and ?!L, 

in Pea Xc 42,000 0 + 0. With kind permiaeion of E.P, Lyndon. 
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Plate 71 	Oxguae lie Interconnections, 

ChioIoplat/p1a8ma1ea. 

Connection between the outer membrane of the cbloDopiaet 

envelope (cc) and the piaea1eia (p1) Xc 50,000 0 + 0. 

E1argeent of A Xc 1209000 0 + 0. 



late 72 	 ProDlacticIs. 

Immature plsMtd8 from the apex of a young aporophyte 

Xc 500000 0 + 0. 

Proplastids from eporocTtec Xc 509000 0 + 0. 
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Plate 73 
	

Cb1orop1t orpho1o7. 

YU?iOUt oh1orop1at moiho1ogica1 t1ype5 found in protoneata1 

cc113, trpe I (1); type II (2); type III (3); type IV (4). 

t, B, C. 	K 190009  1). 	K 400. 
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Ch1orop1at Division. 

16 m.m. cinemicrogmpho of oh1orop1at division (aasz,owe). 

Time interval of 8 mine. Xc 300. 
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Plate 75 Cb1oroDjat Division. 

constrictions 

Ch1oroplat With a median constriction (rrow8). Note the 

presence of vcuolee (vt) an either tide. Xc 429000 0 + 0. 
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Plate 76 
	

Cbloz'op1a t Division. 

Constriction. 

Median constriction in a chioroplact. The tbrlakoids Puts 

across the constriction Xc 509000 0 + 0. 
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Plate 77 	 Cbloroplaet Division, 

Constriction and ¶1%.ylkoid Separation. 

Daughter chioroplante contained within a 000n onvlope. The 

chioropiante are connected by a narrow constriction (arrow) 

Xc 559000 G + 0. 



11u.t 78 	 Chloroplast Dii1aioi. 

Adjacent ch1orop].ats a.Lowing u &Udlur morpho1oye These have 

possibly resulted from the divieioi of a single oblo?oplaet 

Xc 40,300 



Plate 79 
	

Chloz'oplaet Division. 

Baffle* 

Chioroplast divided into two by a baffle (1,) resulting from 

invaixiation of the inner aebraaie of the chioroplast envelope. 

Xc 40,000 1C1xiO4. 
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Plate 80 
	

Chlox'oplaet Diviic, 

Baffle. 

Cb1oroDlaat containing an invaitnatioi of the timer membrane,  of 

the envelope (arDow). The baffle in thin case does not extend 

across the chtoroplaet Xc 40,000 fllriO4. 
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Plate 61 - 	 Chloroplaet Diviniozi. 

Thiakoji Separation. 

Cbloroplaat in which the thy1akoid.s are separated into two zones 

without the presence of a baffle. There is a slight mediz 

constriction (arrows). The majority of thylakoids are cut in 

cross sections Xc 409000 1n04. 



Plate &2 
	

Chloi"oplast Division. 

Thylakoil cparati on. 

Chloropla8t showing a similar partitioning to that in plate 81. 

In this case the tbylokoida on the left are aootiorr 	:U:c1y 

while thoee on the right are in cross section Xc 40, 	: 
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£1t.O ko.310 	 C1ioroi4t JjVjEtOii. 

Th1akoid. oparattou. 

I 

Chioolt containing partitioned Uir1akoid.s and shoivring a 

pronounced median constriction Xc 409000 1C.uO4. 



S ABSTRACT OF_THESI 

S'uamary 

Protonemata have proved a useful tool for the study of cellular 

development from biochemical, cytooical an ulrastructural vdewpoints.l  

It is one of the few multicellular systems in which the entire 

dove lonnental histo-ry o 	civiuml cello of difl -ferent types can cc' 

followed under the micro-Score. 

A li'ht microscore study of the develormont of protonemata has 

been carried out to obtain a correlation with ultrastructural studies. 

A study of the three cellular tnces has revealed that the chloro—

cytes which make up the bulk of the protoneccata, and the panllac, 

have an essentially SImilar structure. The rhizoids, hosever, rossess 

several distinct characteristics. These involve the disposition of 

ondoalasmic reticulum and GolEi boaaos, the production of several 

vesicular types and the decneraiion of the plastids. 	These characters 

are discussed in relation to rapidly elor.'atin cells. 

Since the Pieridoshytes have not previously been extensively 

examined, a systematic survey of the organelles has been made. 	This 

reveals that there is a basic similarity to tho which are thought 

typical of' higher plants. 

An examination of cellular ultrasinscture in filaments srown in 

different conditions, particularly those loading to an inhibition of 

transition to a prothallus, has provided little information as to 

reorientation of growth :caw occur. 	Kosever, a ehanr'e from. red to hlue 

light does sroduce rnarhed changes in ult:rasirucsure, scroculnrly it 

Of the clastids in which small oscolamellar and membrane bound bodies 

ace producod as a transitory ressonso. 

Organollo associations were f'rccucnily encountered. 	An ass cci— 

u 	side if iiecessarj'. 



ation bc tcer. crico)iaaaic 	t-,  -,I) j 	cvciy oaaic1le aoart T:o:: 

the L:itOChOndrlc, was observed. 	Generally this tool: the form of a 

close ap)osrt1on, but, on occasion, a physical union was observed. 

The siGylificance of this with rcarci to cellular oranisatio is 

discussed. 	- 

Particular emuhasis has been ulaced. on the nlas±ids. 	Various 

morpholoc;les, suggestivo of a divioion c:,"cic, can be seen both with 

the light and cloctzcn :.:icroococ.A scheme has boon suggested for 

chloroplast division which involves the formation of a central baffle 

and its sothoecuent bres2ocioun. 	These studies have been backed up by 

observations on the increase in chi 	number during protonematdl 

development. 	These have revealed a linear increase with time 

uroportional to the rate of cell div-ision. 	The imlications of these 

light and electron microsco-oe studies awe discussed in relation to 

the developmental history of the fern. 


